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Chinese vase sets new
online record
A Chinese blue and white vase achieved
a hammer price of over £3m at an online
auction that closed in Singapore last week.
The 15in (39cm) high bottle form vase, with
an underglaze blue six-character Yongzheng
(1722-35) mark to the base, featured in a timed
sale held by Hotlotz from April 18 to May 3.
The price is a house record for HotLotz
and a record for any lot sold via online
marketplace thesaleroom.com.
The finely painted vase is decorated with
a striking design of nine five-clawed dragons
among stylised clouds.
It is thought to be closely related to a ‘mark
and period’ vase of the same size and similar
(two-dragon and lotus flower) decoration
that took a house-record £2.6m at Tennants
of Leyburn in 2012 and was later resold
by Sotheby’s in Hong Kong in 2015 for a
premium-inclusive HK$75.8m (around £7.5m).

Pick
of the
week

Continued on page 6

Above and right: two views of a 15in (39cm) Chinese
blue and white dragon vase with a Yongzheng sixcharacter mark that reached Sin$5.5m (£3.1m) at a
HotLotz online sale that closed on May 3.

JAR gold-plated
aluminium geranium
leaf earrings, $9000
(£7200) at Sotheby’s
New York, April 29.

Jewellery feature
Includes:
l Why the cult of
JAR blossoms
l The very latest 		
auction updates
l Sale previews
See page 10-15

JAR anodised
aluminium violet
earclips, $7000
(£5600) at Christie’s,
April 24.
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An important note about issues 2443 and 2444
As we went to press ahead of the long Bank Holiday weekend,
we - and the rest of the UK - were awaiting an update
(scheduled for Sunday, May 10) on the nation’s lockdown
from the prime minister.
By the time you read this the outcome will be known and,
we hope, businesses - including art and antiques firms - will
be working out how they can reopen their premises in due
course.
In the meantime, auction houses, dealers and fairs
continue to use the internet to service their customers. And
so do we at ATG.
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Next week, issue 2443 (cover date May 23), will be our
fourth digital-only edition to be emailed to you in the usual
way. Issue 2444 (cover date May 30) will be a print edition in
which we will include a special focus on books and works on
paper ahead of the Firsts London rare book fair (which the
Antiquarian Booksellers Association will be hosting online
from June 5).
Thank you for subscribing to Antiques Trade Gazette.
Matt Ball
Publishing Director
antiquestradegazette.com
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News

Figures support optimism on antiques exports...
by Laura Chesters
The art and antiques sector
could benefit from a boost by
the UK government after the
coronavirus pandemic when the
focus shifts to growing
international trade.
The latest figures from The
Institute of Expor t &
International Trade reveal
collectables, art and antiques is
the fastest-growing export
sector in 2019, rising 72%
year-on-year.
Marco Forgione, former
BADA CEO and now director
general at The Institute of
Export & International Trade,
told ATG the long-term outlook
for the trade is positive.
“We should be optimistic this
sector will rebound,” he said.
“Dealers and auction houses
should be looking to how they
can reshape their businesses to
engage digitally while we wait
for a recovery of the more
traditional fairs and markets.
“The UK government’s

interest, post lockdown and
post the end of the transition
period, will be international
trade as the fuel for growth.”
Forgione said he would
encourage anyone in the trade
to “improve their skills and
knowledge of international
trade, remembering that after
December 31 the EU will be an

international market and
covered by international
customs requirements”.
He said anyone wanting to
take this time in lockdown to
train and acquire skills and
k nowle dge i n cu stom s
procedures will be eligible for a
government grant.
Exports of collector items,
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loan to overseas exhibitions.
The value of traded goods is
reflected in the net exporter
total (exports minus imports),
which reached US$9.2bn
(£7.4bn) in 2019. Using this
figure, the collector items, art
and antiques was in percentage
terms the largest of all net
exporters.

...but rising costs and licensing hitch highlight the short-term challenges
International exports are predicted to
return to growth following the easing of
the lockdown in the UK. However, current
art and antiques exports have slowed to a
trickle.
International freight costs have
dramatically increased and priority
has been given to essentials such as
food, medicine and personal protective
equipment.
Victor Khureya, executive operations
director at art logistics specialist Gander
& White, said: “It is currently possible to
ship art and antiques internationally but it
is very expensive and is not cost effective.
Many clients have decided to wait.”

An easing of some restrictions is
expected this week following an update
from the government on May 10. However,
this is unlikely to change the export
situation immediately.
Many items of art, antiques and
collectables more than 50 years old are
deemed cultural goods and must be
accompanied by an export licence – which
have been unavailable since the Export
Licensing Unit (ELU) closed in March.
Khureya said: “There are many items
waiting for licences before they can be
shipped. There will be a backlog once
the unit reopens, which will cause further
delays.”

Cain Hoy number grows to 11
More previously unrecorded
porcelain attributed to the John
Bartlam factory of Cain Hoy,
South Carolina, has emerged
for sale in the UK, writes Roland
Arkell.
The blue and white tea bowl
and saucer – only the 10th and
11th pieces known by ‘America’s
first porcelain factory’ – form
part of a four-day sale at Adam
Partridge in Macclesfield on
May 26-29. They will be sold as
a single lot with an estimate of
£20,000-30,000.
Bartlam’s kilns operating on
the Wando river c.1765-70 are
now recognised as the first to
produce porcelain in America,
preceding by about five years the
previously better-known Bonnin
and Morris factor y in
Ph i ladelphia. L ow-f i red
phosphatic soft-paste porcelain
sherds with blue and white
decoration were found at Cain
Hoy in 2007, followed in 2010-11
by the discovery of four
matching tea bowls and two
saucers in English collections.
The Chipstone Foundation and

art and antiques reached
$12.3bn (£9.9bn) in 2019 and
was placed 10th in a table of
leading export sectors.
Collectively, the top 10 sectors
represent 70% of all UK
exports. The export figure
includes items sent to fairs that
may not sell, as well as items
from museums going out on

The tea bowl and saucer
attributed to the John
Bartlam factory that carry an
estimate of £20,000-30,000 as
a single lot at Adam Partridge.

the Philadelphia Museum of
Art both acquired tea bowls at
prices of around $50,000 and
$75,000 respectively, through
dealers, while another offered
for sale by Christie’s New York
in 2013 sold at $120,000
(£76,000).
Five years passed before
Woolley & Wallis sold a
Bartlam teapot to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art
for a sensational £460,000,
followed by the sale of a tea bowl
and saucer in the Man on the
Bridge pattern for £40,000 in
February 2019.
The duo at Partridge is

decorated with a plantation
pattern and a triple-lattice
border. Like other previous
discoveries, it had been bought
by the vendor from a London
dealer some years ago as
Isleworth porcelain.
Quite why all examples of
Cain Hoy porcelain have been
found in Britain is a matter for
conjecture. The pieces may
have formed part of a set that
survived due to its novelty
value, but perhaps Bartlam was
shipping his porcelain to Britain
for sale or had returned home
with some of his stock as his
venture failed.

An Arts Council spokesperson told ATG
that “due to the Covid-19 crisis the ELU has
closed until further notice. We understand
that this may be frustrating for exporters,
but we are monitoring the situation closely
and will reopen as soon as we are able.”
Applications which were in progress at
the time of closure have been put on hold.
These will be processed first when the
ELU reopens, with new applications then
considered “in strict order of receipt”.
Temporary export licences that are due
to expire during the lockdown period will be
extended automatically and there will be no
sanctions for non-return before the original
expiry date.

Fake Sumerian cuneiform
tablets seized at airport
A g roup of smu g g le d
Mesopotamian ‘antiquities’
destined for collectors in the
UK was discovered to be fake
and seized by Border Force,
writes Laura Chesters.
The 190 clay tablets arrived
at Heathrow airport from
Bahrain and were due to be
delivered to a private UK
address in July 2019.
Border Force spotted them
and sought advice from the
British Museum. Experts in the
department of the Middle East
examined photographs of the
objects and declared them to be
modern fakes.
In a statement the museum
said: “Suspicions arose almost
immediately as the ‘cuneiform’
tablets seemed to represent a
virtually complete range of
basic types known from ancient
Mesopotamia.
“It was as if the whole genre
of ancient Mesopotamian
writing was represented in one
shipment: an entire collection
ready for a single uninformed

buyer. But there was a problem
– not one of the objects was
ancient.”
The museum said clay fakes
like these have little monetary
value but “if offered as a
genuine collection to an
unsuspecting buyer they would
undoubtedly have been passed
off as extremely valuable”.
It added that although
faking tablets has been known
for over 200 years, this is the
first time that fakes of this
particular type have been seen.
The police and the museum
believe this is a “new
production line aimed at a
fresh gullible market”.

Above: some of the ‘cuneiform’
tablets seized by Border Force.
antiquestradegazette.com
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Longfield,
Midhurst Road,
Fernhurst,
Haslemere,
Surrey GU27 3HA
Tel. 01428 653727

TWO-DAY ORIENTAL, ISLAMIC
AND FINE ANTIQUE AUCTION (ONLINE ONLY)
THURSDAY 21st MAY & FRIDAY 22 nd MAY AT 10.30AM

A good collection of Japanese Meiji period lacquer and gilt work boxes.
Various estimates (+BP*)

A private collection of 74 lots of Moorcroft.
Estimates from £50-£2,500 (+BP*)

A gentleman’s collection of Sèvres porcelain.
Various estimates (+BP*)

Thomas Malby and Son. A superb pair of 19th century 18in terrestrial and celestial globes on stands.
45in high.
£40,000-£60,000 (+BP*)

A late 19th century Louis XV-design bombé commode.
127cm wide x 84cm high.
£1,500-£2,000 (+BP*)

A collection of gold seals.
Estimates between £200-£500 (+BP*)

A gentleman’s collection of Satsuma pottery.
Estimates on request (+BP*)

A collection of miniatures including one attributed to
Nicholas Hilliard.
Estimates on request (+BP*)

A sterling silver commemorative model of the Kemp Leopard.
London 1902. 18.5cm.
£1,500-£2,000 (+BP*)

A superb large 18th-19th
century Italian carved and
gilded console table and
mirror. 3.1m high.
£10,000-£15,000 (+BP*)

Online auction, viewing online only. Commission and telephone bids accepted.
There will be no previews, but please ask for condition reports.
Online bidders are able to register any time up until 2 hours before the auction
BP* - Buyer’s Premium 25% of the hammer price + VAT on the premium

WE ARE NOW LOOKING FOR CONSIGNMENTS FOR OUR FORTHCOMING AUCTIONS
Telephone 01428 653727, email sales@johnnicholsons.com, or visit our website at www.johnnicholsons.com
antiquestradegazette.com
06_05_2020_ATG_ORI/ISL/FAA_PRINT 216W X 308H_V04.indd
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News Digest
Pick of the week

Yongzheng mark vase sails to £3.1m
Continued from front page

At the time it was said that no other Yongzheng
example of this elegant slender form appeared to have
been published – although the type is more common
in the subsequent Qianlong period.
The Singapore discovery, in good condition, came
with a 1950s provenance. It was offered for sale by
descent from the family of the Sri Lankan statesman
Sir Oliver Goonetilleke (1892-1978).
Having served as a key figure in the gradual
independence of Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) from Britain,
he became the third governor-general of Ceylon from
1954-62. According to a letter from the vendor, the
vase was presented by Zhou Enlai (1898-1976), premier
of the People’s Republic of China, while visiting Sri
Lanka c.1956-57.
At auction the vase – which was undated and
offered with an estimate of Sin$1000-2000 – found
many admirers, culminating in a feverish last two-anda-half hours of bidding which at the final moments of
the sale reached Sin$5.5m (£3.1m) – around Sin$6.9m

(£3.9m) including the 25% buyer’s premium.
“We always hoped the vase would perform well
given the provenance and the quality of the painting,”
said Matthew Elton, managing director at HotLotz.
”We included videos and an extensive suite
of photos in the online catalogue and we
received many enquiries as soon as it went
live on thesaleroom.com. More than a dozen
bidders competed and we are thrilled with
the final price.”
Roland Arkell

“

The vase was
presented by Zhou
Enlai, premier of the
People’s Republic of
China, while visiting
Sri Lanka in the 1950s

Books and Brum
fairs cancelled

Precious
metals
On Thursday, May 7,
Michael Bloomstein of
Brighton was paying the
following for bulk scrap
against a gold fix of:
$1688.65 €1564.99 £1366.92

Gold

22 carat: £1208.59 per oz
(£38.86 per gram)
18 carat: £988.85 (£31.79)
15 carat: £824.04 (£26.49)
14 carat: £769.10 (£24.72)

9 carat: £492.42 per oz
(£15.89 per gram)
12 Month High: ▲ £16.36
12 Month Low: ▼ £11.38

Hallmark Platinum
£16.60 per gram

Silver
£10.00 per oz for 925
standard hallmarked
12 Month High: ▲ £12.35
12 Month Low: ▼ £8.75
6 | 16 May 2020
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Left and above: two
views of a comparable
Yongzheng blue and
white dragon vase of the
same size and form as
the HotLotz example.
This �mark and period’
piece, c.1730, sold by
Tennants in 2012 for
£2.6m and later resold
by Sotheby’s Hong Kong
for around £7.5m, is
decorated with two large
five-clawed beasts amid
scrolling lotus flowers
and foliage.

Firsts, London’s Rare Book Fair
2020, has been cancelled for
the summer and will instead
be replaced with a digital
version.
It was due to go ahead on
June 5-7 but The Antiquarian
Booksellers’ Association said
that the event was cancelled
“due to the current situation
and government advice”. It will
instead hold a digital event
launching on June 5.
Also announced this week,
the Art & Antiques for Everyone
Fair planned for the summer
has been cancelled. It had been
scheduled for July 16-19. The
NEC itself is now a Nightingale
Hospital.
The next scheduled AAfE is
on November 19-22.

Uderzo died on March 24
‘from a heart attack unrelated
to the coronavirus’ and his wife
Ada and his daughter Sylvie
would like to thank the hospital
staff that looked after him.
The family have donated the
cartoons to be auctioned. They
comprise three Astérix pages,
a Tanguy et Laverdure page
and a page from Oumpah-Pah.
No buyer’s premium will apply
on the sale.
Among the five lots are
Astérix et Latraviata, page 18,
volume 31 from 2001, and
Astérix's La Rose et le Glaive
from page 38, volume 29, from
1991, with an estimate of
€80,000-120,000 each.
Uderzo created the famed

Astérix comics in 1959 with the
writer René Goscinny.

Unprecedented sale
of French furniture
France’s Mobilier National, the
body that looks after the
national furniture collection, is
auctioning 100 pieces from its
holdings in order to support to
the country’s health service.
The unprecedented sale is
scheduled for September 20-21
and all profits will be entirely
donated to the Fondation
Hôpitaux de Paris-Hôpitaux de
France, an organisation
chaired by France’s first lady
Brigitte Macron.

Original Astérix
artworks on offer
Cartoons by the late Albert
Uderzo (1927-2020) will be
offered by his family at a
charity auction hosted by
Artcurial in Paris.
The five original page
cartoons will be sold to raise
money for the Paris Hospitals
Foundation at the online
auction at 2.30pm on May 26.

Left: Astérix La Rose
et le Glaive original
artwork for page
38, volume 29 from
1991, is estimated at
€80,000-120,000 at
Artcurial.

The Mobilier National said
the items will be selected by
curators but that no ‘treasures’
will be part of the sale. Among
the items likely to be sold are
pieces which rarely leave
storage and are considered
impractical to keep.
As well as the auction,
Mobilier National also
announced that it is pledging
€450,000 to support a range of
professions in the art and
antiques sector, including
restorers, cabinet makers,
upholsterers, gilders and
weavers.

ATG's NicklessAllen promoted
James Nickless-Allen has been
promoted to account director
for Auction Technology
Group’s online marketplace
thesaleroom.com as well as its
commercial and industrial
(I&C) websites.
Nickless-Allen joined the
company in 2017 and has more
than 10 years of auction
experience having previously
worked for Fiat Chrysler
Automobiles and in traditional
and online estate agency.
Richard Lewis, ATG chief
operating officer, said: “James
has built strong relationships
with our I&C auctioneers who
antiquestradegazette.com
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Bid Barometer

Online buying: realised prices at auctions on thesaleroom.com

TOP SELLING LOTS
have been impressed by his
knowledge and ability to
respond to their requirements.
He has also been praised for the
data-driven and digital
marketing insight he has
brought to our top accounts. I
am looking forward to him
working with our top art and
antiques clients with the same
level of expertise.”
The new role expands the
ATG account management
team – which includes Mark
Holdaway as head of sales for
thesaleroom.com and Lucy
Gillott as account manager.

Christie's and China
Guardian link up
Auction house Christie’s and
China Guardian have teamed
up to create a series of sales,
exhibitons and events in
Shanghai in September.

Right: James
NicklessAllen of
Auction
Technology
Group.

They have been organised
under the branding 2020+.
The two auction houses (the
world’s largest and China’s
second largest) hope the
collaboration will attract new
clients.
China Guardian was
founded by chairman Chen
Dongsheng in 1993.
Christie’s first opened an
office in Shanghai in 1994 and
in 2013 became the first
international art auction house
to be granted a licence to
operate independently in
mainland China. It held its first
auction in September that year.

The force is with firstever Star Wars poster
A long time ago, a poster costing $1.75 launched a series of films
set in a galaxy far, far away. Forty-four years later, that series has
become the phenomenally successful Star Wars blockbuster and a
rare example of that same design sold at auction for £4000.
That first-ever Star Wars poster was designed in summer 1976
to be sold at San Diego Comic Con and Worldcon in Kansas City to
promote the forthcoming movie.
An example offered in the Prop Store (25% buyer's premium)
April 23 auction was bought by a private European buyer via a
commission bid at double the top estimate. The condition was
described as excellent and
the poster unrestored, rolled
(as issued).
It came with a provenance
to The Personal Archive of
Richard Edlund, the awardwinning US visual effects
photographer who worked
on The Empire Strikes Back
and Return of the Jedi,
supervising special effects.
Howard Chaykin
produced the artwork based
on a handful of stills and
paintings by concept artist
Ralph McQuarrie, designer
of the early Star Wars logo
seen on the poster.
It was labelled as
‘Poster1’ (in the lower
Above: first-ever Star Wars
left corner) as a series
poster – £4000 at Prop Store.
of different posters were
intended to be printed but
no others were made. Only about a thousand of these initial 20in
x 2ft 5in (51 x 73.5cm) designs were produced, with very few
appearing for sale.
Tom Derbyshire
antiquestradegazette.com
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Most read
The most viewed stories for
week April 30-May 6 on
antiquestradegazette.com

1 Chinese blue and
white vase sets
auction record at
online sale
2 Bonhams’ revised sale
schedule includes
host of art and
antiques auctions in
London
3 Pick of the week:
Recognise the face?
Probably not, but
striking selfie sets
major record
4 First-ever Star Wars
poster from 1976
comics event sells for
£4000 at auction 44
years later
5 Christopher Dresser
vase, Live Aid poster
and photographs of
the Queen are among
five auction highlights
that caught bidders’
eyes

Fonsie Mealy, Castlecomer,
Co Kilkenny, timed sale
ended May 5
A collection of All-Ireland
medals and related ephemera
relating to Galway hurling
player Leonard McGrath
(1899-1949).
Estimate: €15,000-20,000
Hammer: €28,500 (£24,800)
Ewbank’s, Send, Surrey, April 30
Underglaze blue and famille rose vase with
landscape vignettes, 22in (55cm) high, with
Qianlong six-character mark but later.
Estimate: £500-1000
Hammer: £20,000

Czerny, Sarzana, Italy, May 1
Russian empire silver mounted and niello
work shasqua, c.1900, with monogram
NII to the pommel, in wood and leather
scabbard with silver mounts.
Estimate: €5000-7500
Hammer: €9800 (£8550)

HIGHEST MULTIPLE OVER TOP ESTIMATE
Ewbank’s, Send, Surrey, April 30
Part service of 13 famille rose
‘phoenix’ plates with Guangxu
six-character marks, some
damages.
Estimate: £80-150
Hammer: £8500

Mullock’s, Ludlow, timed
online closing May 3
Original British quad poster
for a ‘3 in 1’ showing of Star
Wars, Empire Strikes Back
and Return of the Jedi.
Estimate: £20-30
Hammer: £500

In Numbers

$60m
Francis Bacon’s Triptych
Inspired by the Oresteia
of Aeschylus from 1981 is
estimated in excess of $60m
at Sotheby’s Contemporary
art evening sale in New York.
This is one of a group of sales
currently scheduled to take
place as live events at the end
of June but Sotheby’s CEO
Charles F Stewart said they are
planned “pending the lifting
of certain restrictions and
confirmation from the relevant
authorities”. More information
on specific safety plans will be
released in due course.

Burstow Hewett, Battle,
timed online closed May 5
A Roman bridge on the
Appian Way by Carlo
Labruzzi (1748-1817),
pencil and watercolour,
15 x 21in (38 x 53cm).
Estimate: £100-150
Hammer: £2400
Source: Bid
isis
a snapshot
of sales
on thesaleroom.com
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8-16,
2019. 6, 2020.
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Fine Photographica &
Instruments of Science
21st May 2020 at 12:00 pm
Web: www.flintsauctions.com
Tel: 020 3086 8550
Mail: info@flintsauctions.com

Over 250 lots of fine and rare cameras, including over
100 lots of Leica camera, lenses and accessories.

Fine antique microscopes and slides, including
this impressive Powel & Leyland No.1 binocular
microscope with provenance.

Also to include, fine firearms, medical
instruments and photographs

Host your Auction
from our
Virtual Studio
For hiring information, visit our
website for full details and
pricing structure
www.flintsauctions.com/virtual-studio
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ASIAN ART
Thursday 28 May, 10am
Live online auction
www.sworder.co.uk

A Gandhara grey schist Buddha
4th century, £10,000-20,000

Yexueli@sworder.co.uk

| 01279 817778

Cambridge Road | Stansted Mountfitchet | Essex | CM24 8GE
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Feature Jewellery

An open

secret

1

2

The cult following that surrounds publicity-shy
Joel Arthur Rosenthal continues to grow. As
Roland Arkell reports, secondary market prices for
JAR fashion jewellery, are reaching new heights

“Everything conspires to make you bigger and
more public. My instinct and my radar, my
selfishness and arrogance and, above all, the
passion for happiness told me to stay small, stay
silent, do what you want to do, don’t be seduced,
don’t be enticed, just get on with it the way you
think it should be done.”
Joel Arthur Rosenthal (b.1943), the only son
of a Bronx postman and a biology teacher, is
famously inaccessible. He never advertises his
jewels, rarely invites anyone to view them at his
blacked-out salon at 7 Place Vendôme in Paris and
reportedly produces just 70-80 pieces per year
from his ateliers in France and Switzerland.
Such self-conscious secrecy has resulted in a
voracious cult following for JAR creations and a
long waiting list of private patrons. The only way
of jumping the queue is to buy on the secondary
market.
It is partly through the increasingly privatebuyer-oriented auction rooms of London,
New York and Geneva that the JAR brand has
prospered. It was here that a gold bangle with
diamond and garnet accents modelled as a
parrot tulip sold for a multi-estimate SFr3.25m
(Christie’s Geneva in 2014) and where prices for
JAR’s bespoke jewels now regularly pass six figures
(three pieces in the Christie’s New York summer
sale carry hopes of $150,000-200,000 each).
The auction room is also where some of JAR’s
more democratic creations are soaring to new
heights.
Although Rosenthal had held his first solo
exhibition at the National Academy of Design
in New York as early as 1987, it was the ‘view by
torchlight’ Jewels by JAR exhibition at London’s
Somerset House in 2002 that first placed him
into the consciousness of the world’s most
fashionable women.
Alongside the 400 bespoke pieces on view (each
pictured in a now elusive 720-page catalogue) were
a more ‘accessible’ range of anodised aluminium
and titanium earclips modelled as flowers, leaves,
petals and fans. Pairs were given to each of the
10 | 16 May 2020
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The only way to jump
the queue for JAR
jewels is to buy on the
secondary market
100-plus lenders as a gift of appreciation. Others
offered for sale were snapped up within days at
around £200 per pair.
The marketing wheeze was revisited in 2005
when JAR opened a perfume atelier at New York’s
Bergdorf Goodman (by which time they were
priced at something like $1400 a pair), and again
when the fragrances were marketed at the third
Masterpiece London show in 2012.
As strictly limited-edition works, they have
become hugely collectable, steadily increasing in
price across a decade. What had been affordable
at Somerset House were trading at $3000-4000
per pair a few years ago and more in 2018 – by
which time prices of $4000-5000 were becoming
the norm.
Last December two pairs of the highly desirable
two-tone green geranium leaf earclips from the
2002 run were offered in Sotheby’s sales on two
continents: one in Geneva took SFr13,000 and
another in New York a remarkable $15,000.

Costume creations
More JAR costume creations were offered as part
of Christie’s New York (25% buyer’s premium)
Jewels Online sale held from April 13-24 – estimated
at around $2000 each, they sold for prices between
$7000 (£5600) and $8500 (£6800).
Prices at a Sotheby’s New York (25% buyer’s
premium) auction on April 29 went higher still.
This sale included pieces of the resin and goldplated aluminium jewels from the collection
designed by Rosenthal to sell alongside a
retrospective held at the 2013-14 Metropolitan
Museum (where the parrot tulip bangle had been

5
A selection of fashion jewellery by JAR sold at
auction in April.
1. Gold-plated aluminium geranium leaf earrings, $9000
(£7200) at Sotheby’s New York, April 29.
2. Anodised aluminium rose petal earrings, $8500 (£6800)
at Christie’s Jewels Online sale closing on April 24.
3. Anodised aluminium violet earrings, $7000 (£5600) at
Christie’s Jewels Online sale closing on April 24.
4. Gold plated aluminium Tickle Me Feather earclips,
$15,000 (£12,000) at Sotheby’s New York, April 29.
5. Tickle Me Feather earclips in black resin, $12,000
(£9600) at Sotheby’s New York, April 29.

exhibited). At the time, Carnaval à Venise earrings
with gold-leafed glass marbles on titanium wire
sold at the museum’s shop for $2000, pairs of
resin gardenias were $4000 while Tickle Me Feather
earrings were available in purple or black resin at
$4000 or in gold-plated aluminium with a $7500
price tag. Would these costlier JAR costume
jewels also prove a worthwhile investment?
Two pairs of Tickle Me Feather earclips were
‘flipped’ to Sotheby’s where they were pitched at
$5000-7000 each. In fact, the pair in black resin
took $12,000 (£9600) while those in gold-plated
aluminium brought $15,000 (£12,000).
Sometimes it pays to be out of reach. n
antiquestradegazette.com
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Sworders to hold monthly jewellery
sales as Adams heads to Tennants
Among the major changes to Sworders’ auction calendar
because of the coronavirus lockdown is the addition of a
monthly sale of jewellery, watches and objects of vertu.
The sales, which effectively replace the smaller
jewellery sections that formed part of Homes & Interiors
sale, will be held as ‘live online’ events with an auctioneer
in the saleroom but all bids placed remotely.
The firm says it is holding more jewellery sales to
reflect a demand from clients for a quicker turnaround
(Sworders’ designated ‘fine’ jewellery sales were
previously held just twice a year) and two recent arrivals
that mean the auction house has three qualified jewellery
specialists. Experienced valuer Stephen Giles now heads
up Sworders’ London office, working alongside two
specialists based in Stansted Mountfitchet: department
head Catriona Smith and Catrin Jones, who will oversee
the new events.
“We are delighted to announce a greatly enhanced
calendar of jewellery and watch sales,” says chairman
Guy Schooling. “We will now conduct monthly live online
auctions of between 300-400 lots of jewellery and
watches in addition to our two prestigious annual sales.
“Our jewellery department and their sales have
expanded and matured considerably during recent years.

We aim to be among the market leaders in this buoyant
but demanding field.”
The extra sales, that will sit alongside the ‘fine’
auctions, will typically focus on affordable pieces with an
average lot value of around £200-400.
The first new-format auction, on May 19, includes
pleasing antique pieces such as a Georgian gold, garnet
and split pearl locket, c.1790 (estimate £200-300), and a
Victorian 9ct gold graduated curb link albert chain (£400500) alongside more modern items including an 18ct gold
pink tourmaline and diamond ring hallmarked for London
2012 (£150-200).
The next Fine Jewellery, Watches and Luxury
Handbags sale will be held on July 7 with a Jewellery sale
on July 28.

New head in Leyburn
Meanwhile, Tennants has appointed Jacqueline Adams,
previously a regional jewellery specialist for Bonhams,
as its new head of jewellery. The Leyburn firm has six
dedicated Jewellery, Watches and Silver Sales each year
with jewellery lots also included in the popular fortnightly
Antiques and Interiors sales.
Adams brings over 25 years’ experience of working

Left: the June 27 sale of
Jewellery, Watches and
Silver at Tennants includes
this Edwardian peridot
and seed pearl necklace,
estimate £300-400.

with jewellery at Sotheby’s, Phillips and, most recently,
Bonhams. Former Tennants head Sarah Hardy has
relocated to Anglesey.
Closed since March, Tennants is planning to begin a
programme of ‘live online’ auctions on May 27 with a sale
of Jewellery, Watches and Silver scheduled for June 27.
Director Jane Tennant said of the appointment:
“Plans to grow the business remain unchanged despite
coronavirus. We are delighted Jacqueline has joined us
at Tennants, bringing with her a wealth of experience
and knowledge, and a passion for her subject. In these
challenging times, it is even more important for our
clients to know we are here for them, offering a reliable
service they can trust.”

Left: Jacqueline Adams has joined
Tennants as head of jewellery.

Below: the May 19 sale at Sworders
includes this late Victorian bangle,
18ct gold, c.1880, set with an
emerald and graduated old cut
diamonds, estimate £1500-1800.

A superb and rare
gold, diamond set and
burnt orange enamel
brooch in the form of a
motorcar, with rotating
diamond set wheels,
Edwardian, c.1910

All our pieces are privately sourced and fresh to the market.
We are also keen to buy!
WWW.HENRYNICHOLLSANTIQUES.CO.UK

TEL: 07866 436371

HUMPHREY BUTLER
Agents & Dealers in Fine Jeweller y

H U M P H R E Y B U T L E R LT D
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www.HelmuthStone.com

Summer Fine Art, Antiques & Jewelry Auction
Featuring a lifetime collection of important Chinese snuff bottles in addition to important original illustrations from the James A. Helzer collection.
The auction will also feature a curated selection of American and European art as well as early Chinese antiques, jewelry, sculpture and more.

Sunday, May 17 1pm Eastern

Book of (10) Zhaohe Jiang (China, 1904-1986), original watercolors, size of each 91⁄2 x 121⁄2in

Fernando Cueto Amorsolo
(Philippines, 1892-1972),
oil on board painting,
signed and dated 1954,
sight size: 10 x 14in

Lifetime private collection of over 25 snuff bottles

Louis Valtat
(France, 1869-1952)
‘La Mer’, oil on
canvas painting,
Exhibition labels verso,
sight size: 121⁄4 x 161⁄4 in

Online, phone and absentee bidding accepted
Email HelmuthStone@gmail.com
or call +1 941 260-9703 for more information
1467 Main St., Sarasota, FL 34236 #AB 3714
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Mallams

Jewellery&Watches

1788

Wednesday 1 July at 11am

Silver&ObjetsdeVertu
Thursday 2 July at 11am

Enquiries:
oxford@mallams.co.uk
01865 241358

Online Catalogue:
www.mallams.co.uk

Jewellery, Watches
& Luxury Goods

Mallams Auctioneers
Bocardo House, St Michael’s Street
Oxford OX1 2EB

Auctioneers & Valuers
Antiques | Jewellery | Watches

Live online auction
www.sworder.co.uk

Tuesday 19 May | Tuesday 7 July, 10am

Jewellery | Timed Auction

Ends Thursday 14th May from 10am
Catriona Smith

Catrin Jones

R.J. Dip, FJVA. FIRV 76194

GIA GG, MJVA, MIRV 64500

jewellery@sworder.co.uk | 01279 817778
Cambridge Road | Stansted Mountfitchet | Essex | CM24 8GE
antiquestradegazette.com
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Free delivery is availble on this auction
Free online bidding at www.fellows.co.uk
www.fellows.co.uk
Head Office & Saleroom
London Office

| Free valuations avilable
| 0121 212 2131
| 020 7127 4198
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Feature Jewellery previews

Remote

1

destinations
The auction calendar has been much changed by Covid 19 restrictions. However, an increasing number of
auctioneers continue to transact behind closed doors holding ‘live online’ sales with bids taken via bidding
platforms such as thesaleroom.com or over the phone. Other lots are being sold via timed online sales.
Jewellery is proving well-suited to remote purchasing and typically purchases can either be collected
safely and couriered. Here is a selection of upcoming lots.

18

17

16

12

15

14

13

1. Victorian Essex crystal intaglio pendant in gold
beadwork frame in a Hunt & Roskell box, Adam Partridge,
Macclesfield, May 26-29, estimate £1000-1500.
2. Tiffany & Co Art Nouveau gold, topaz, emerald and
basse-taille enamel necklace c.1900, Hindman, Chicago,
May 14, estimate $10,000-15,000.
3. Victorian Burmese ruby and diamond floral petal brooch
in a Garrard case, Gardiner Houlgate, Corsham, May 20,
estimate £3000-5000.

7. Silver, gold and agate brooch by Peter Reddersen,
Auctionhaus Stahl, Hamburg, May 16, estimate €600.
8. Cartier gem-set, agate and 18ct gold brooch designed as
a comic cowboy duck, c.1950, Freemans, Philadelphia, May
21, estimate $3000-5000.
9. Elizabeth Gage 18ct Zodiac ring for Leo with red enamel
decoration, Wotton Auction Rooms, May 27-28, estimate
£300-500.

4. Pair of Victorian archaeological revival gold drop
earrings, Tennants, Leyburn, June 27, estimate £150-200.

10. Three David Lawrence silver and enamel brooches,
each with Birmingham hallmarks, Richard Winterton,
Lichfield, May 19-21, estimate £180-260.

5. Gilt metal fob chain suspending a gold fob seal engraved
with an intaglio coat of arms (see detail) and a watch
key with agate intaglio crest and initials AW for Arthur
Wellesley, Duke of Wellington, Dix Noonan Webb, London,
June 9, estimate £700-900.

11. A 1.3in (7.5cm) chess piece by Carlo and Arthur
Giuliano marking the 1897 chess match played between
the House of Commons in London and the House of
Representatives in Washington, DC, by telegraphic cable,
Mallams, Oxford, July 1, estimate £2000-3000.

6. Early-17th century gold ring with square-cut diamond,
TimeLine Auction, Harwich, June 2-7, estimate £6000-8000.

12. Late-19th century 18ct gold and malachite bracelet
with French assay marks, Fellows, Birmingham, May 14,
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estimate £900-1400.
13. George III gold, garnet and split pearl locket c.1790,
Sworders, Stansted Mountfitchet, May 19, estimate £200-300.
14. Cartier coral and lapis lazuli beetle brooch set with
demantoid garnet eyes, signed Cartier London 4390, David
Lay, Penzance, May 14-15, estimate £1000-2000.
15. Late-19th century 18ct gold, platinum and diamond
hair piece in case retailed by Phillips, New Bond Street,
London, Canterbury Auction Galleries, June 6-7, estimate
£7000-9000.
16. Art Deco platinum and diamond ring of tapered barrel
design, set with 12 baguette cut diamonds, Batemans,
Stamford, May 14, estimate £1200-1500
17. George IV amethyst, diamond and seed pearl mourning
ring inscribed Jn Newton Obt 7th Dec 1821 AE 55, Hansons,
Etwall, May 14, estimate £400-600.
18. Georgian 14ct gold ring set with an agate intaglio,
Smiths, Newent, May 15, estimate £600-800.
antiquestradegazette.com
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Dix Noonan Webb

8

London Specialist Auctioneers

16 Bolton Street Mayfair
London W1J 8BQ

www.dnw.co.uk
9

11

LIVE ONLINE AUCTION

Jewellery, Watches
& Objects of Vertu
to include The Culling Collection
of Military Watches

Tuesday 9th June at 1pm
For all enquiries, please ring
020 7016 1700
or email jewellery@dnw.co.uk

10

See our website for
full catalogue descriptions,
images and condition reports

A selection of
watches to be
included in this sale
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INVITING CONSIGNMENTS FROM THE TRADE AND
PUBLIC FOR OUR SUMMER / AUTUMN SEASON

Furniture & Works of Art, Fine Jewellery, Silver & Gold,
Vintage Toys & Games, Military & History, Wine & Spirits,
20th Century Design & Interiors, TV & Film Memorabilia,
& Specialist Single Vendor Consignments & Sales

RECORD PRICES ACHIEVED IN
MARCH, APRIL & MAY
INTRODUCTION TRADE RATES
AVAILABLE TO NEW CLIENTS
CONSIGNMENT VIA POST
& COLLECTION ALSO AVAILABLE
Contact: info@eastbristol.co.uk
1 Hanham Business Park, Memorial Road, Hanham, Bristol BS15 3JE Tel: 0117 967 1000

www.eastbristol.co.uk

of Bath Ltd.
Fine Art & Chattel Auctioneers

Tuesday 19th May at 10am
COLLECTIVE ONLINE-ONLY AUCTION
To include:
Fine Art & Antiques, Collectables & General Items
Public viewing is not available for this auction, view the fully
illustrated catalogue and bid online via thesaleroom.com
View catalogue online at: www.aldridgesofbath.com

A KANGXI FAMILLE VERTE
& INCISED DISH, 14½in
(most fragments of rim damage remain –
purchased for £4,800 in our last auction, but
defaulted by the Chinese mainland buyer – since
banned by the-saleroom.com).

THEA DUPAYS,
canvas 36 x 28in.

A GOLD, BAROQUE
PEARL & GEM-SET
BROOCH.

A GEORGE I
WALNUT-VENEERED CHEST,
32in wide.

JOHN HOYLAND, R.A. (1934-2011),
canvas 15 x 21½in.

Phoenix House, Lower Bristol Road, Bath BA2 9ES Tel: (01225) 462830 Fax: (01225) 446077

www.aldridgesofbath.com
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Asian &
Islamic Art
Live Online Sale

Mallams
1788

Wednesday 3rd June
& Thursday 4th June
Online Catalogue:
www.mallams.co.uk
Enquires:
cheltenham@mallams.co.uk

Xu Zonghao (1880-1957)
Scroll, 92cm x 27cm
Estimate £15,000 – 20,000
Provenance: Part of the Katherine Talati Collection

Monochrome glazed roundel tea bowl and saucer
Chinese, Qianlong (1735-1796)
Estimate £6000 – 8000
Provenance: A private Oxfordshire collector

FINE FURNITURE & DECORATIVE ARTS
May 28, 2020 | Dallas | Live & Online

A Pair of Fine Leclaire Neoclassical Gilt Bronze Mounted
Mahogany, Tulipwood and Fruitwood Parquetry Commodes
3rd quarter 19th century
PROPERTY FROM A DALLAS COLLECTION
Estimate: $20,000 - $30,000

Now Accepting Consignments for Fall Auctions
Karen Rigdon | +1.214.409.1723 | KarenR@HA.com

VIEW | TRACK | BID
HA.com/8012

Paul R. Minshull #16591. BP 12-25%; see HA.com. Licensed by the City of New York #1364738/9-DCA 58006
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Auction Reports

Bidders bowled over
by artists’ estates
Two personal collections provide
plenty of noteworthy works

Art market - page 22-23

Get your teeth into a bronze
Lion and horse group purchaser could be rewarded if research confirms Giambologna link
by Roland Arkell
At the Keys (20% buyer’s premium)
sale in Aylsham on March 25-26 a
lot catalogued as ‘a patinated bronze
group of a lion attacking a horse’
drew – and to an extent commanded
– much attention.
The ultimate prototype of
this large and robust model is a
fragmentary antique marble restored
in the 16th century and today housed
at the Capitoline Museum, Rome.
It is better known from the series
of bronzes associated with the
workshop of the great Florentine
Mannerist sculptor Giambologna
(1529-1608) and his assistants
Antonio Susini and Pietro Tacca.
Estimated at £100-150, it went to
a buyer using thesaleroom.com at
£3300. Should this be confirmed as a
17th century cast, the buyer will have
snared a bargain.

1
2
4
3

Wide range
The two-day 660-lot sale at Keys,
conducted ‘live online’, was a
welcome return to the auction
calendar and posted noteworthy
results across the collecting
disciplines: from the earliest English
silver to taxidermy.
A James I East Anglian silver
slip-top spoon was making a
relatively quick return to market.
This unascribed spoon c.1610 was
probably made in Suffolk. It is
marked with a stylised fleur-de-lys or
trefoil in a pelleted circle while the
reverse of the fig-shaped bowl has the
scratch initials WEN.
It formed part of the David
Constable collection of spoons and
was illustrated and written up in
volume one of his Silver Spoons of
Britain 1200-1710 (2016).
The spoon had sold for £3200
at Woolley & Wallis in Salisbury
on October 2017. That made the
estimate of £5000-7000 appear
ambitious. Nevertheless, it sold at a
solid 40% above the previous price,
fetching £4500.
A pair of German silver gilt
beakers joining together to form
18 | 16 May 2020
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Should this be
confirmed as a 17th
century cast, the buyer
will have snared a
bargain

7

a barrel – a kunstkammer form
fashionable from c.1600 and here
with marks for Brunswick – was
hammered down for £1900 (estimate
£800-1200).
Meanwhile, sold at £2700 against
similar expectations was a fine set of
three bombe-sided tea caddies, each
with highly embossed decoration of
trailing flowers and an armorial crest
and leaves and rose and bud finials.
All elements carried marks for the
partnership of John Henry Vere and
William Lutwyche, London 1766.
Of approximately the same date
was a fine Bristol blue glass scent
bottle, cut with faceted diamondshaped panels and painted in gilt
with rock vignettes, sold at £1250.
It was just the sort of ‘trifle’
available for sale from the James Giles
(1718-80) showroom in fashionable
Cockspur Street. The business ledgers
for the Giles decorating workshop
1771-76 still exist.
They record glass blanks (probably
made in Birmingham) bought from

two merchants: William Parker’s
Glass Warehouse in Fleet Street
and the Falcon glasshouse near
Southwark Bridge.

Brushwasher shines
Top lot among the Chinese works
of art was a 5½in (14cm) celadon
brushwasher of the type associated
with the Longquan kilns of the
Southern Song dynasty (1127-1279).
The very best of these, recognised
by the Japanese collecting term
kinuta, can bring very high sums but
most, made mostly for middle and
upper class patrons, are imperfect
firings and command prices in the
lower thousands.
This one, with an old collector’s
label to the base, was pitched at
£600-800 and brought £5400.
Two very Victorian objects
performed with similar gusto.
Among the many salt-glazed
stoneware models designed by Mark
Marshall for the Doulton Lambeth
factory is a 9in (22cm) high grotesque
antiquestradegazette.com
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Jungle sale: sizeable
Rudyard Kipling group

Great names generate
great auction prices

Works by the British author from
bookshop owners’ collection

Newton and Descartes drive
demand for German saleroom

Books and works on paper - page 24-25

Books and works on paper - page 24

Credence ready for revival

5
Highlights from the sale at Keys in
Aylsham on March 25-26.
1. Bronze group of a lion attacking a
stallion after Giambologna – £3300.

Form, colour and condition are defining criteria in the oak market – and unfortunately
this 17th century oak ‘credence’ offered by Claydon Auctioneers (19.5% buyer’s
premium) in Middle Claydon, Buckinghamshire, on April 27 was a lacking on at least
two fronts. This barn find was green with moss and had several areas of rot and decay.
It was, however, a rare form c.1630.
The term ‘credence’ table is today associated with church furniture, and specifically
a table used in the celebration of the Eucharist, but originally these folding tables
would have been placed beside the main dining table in royal or noble houses for the
ceremonial tasting of food and drink before eating.
Although in a sorry state from its outdoor life, it will reward some sensitive restoration –
as evidenced by a bidding battle that rose from the £100 low estimate up to £1550.

Dresser shows his spirit of adventure

2. Doulton Lambeth grotesque jug
designed by Mark Marshall – £3600.

4. Two views of a pair of German
silver gilt barrel beakers – £1900.
5. Longquan type celadon
brushwasher – £5400.
6. Blue glass scent bottle
decorated by the James
Giles atelier – £1250.

6
jug modelled as a fish with a scaly tail
and legs with cloven feet.
It was made c.1885, a decade
after Marshall had left the employ
of the Martin brothers, and ranks
as one of his best models. A similar
example, with extra marks suggesting
it was made for export to the US, is
retailing online at $12,000. This one,
estimated at £600-800, took £3600.
The same price was bid for a late19th century taxidermy mount of a
crested hawk-eagle (or changeable
hawk-eagle).
Modelled in a naturalistic setting,
perched on a log among foliage and
rockery with one talon raised, it
was marked with a shield-form label
reading C Pickhardt Naturalist of 45
Crogsland Road, Chalk Farm.
Although relatively little known
compared with contemporaries,
Pickhardt was ranked among the
most talented avian taxidermists
and was responsible for many of the
bird mounts at the South Kensington
Museum and the British Museum. n
antiquestradegazette.com
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mass production, some of the more adventurous
forms were made in small numbers.
Offered for sale at Richard Winterton (20%
buyer’s premium) in Lichfield on April 27 with a
modest guide of £100-150, it took £1900 from a
bidder using thesaleroom.com.
Dresser created designs for around 1000 pots
while working as art superintendent at Linthorpe
from 1879-82.

This vessel left with its cluster of bottles around a
central conical vase is one of several wellknown Dresser-Linthorpe models that
owe a debt to pre-Columbian art.
It is impressed with a Christopher
Dresser signature mark, the
monogram for Henry Tooth and
the shape No.330. Although most
Linthorpe models were intended for

3. Two views of a James I East
Anglian silver slip-top spoon – £4500.

7. Taxidermy
crested hawk-eagle by
Pickhardt of Chalk Farm
– £3600.

Seventeenth century
‘credence’ – £1550 at
Claydon Auctions.

Signatures boost Live Aid poster
This original poster marks Live Aid, the dual-venue benefit concert held
simultaneously in London and Philadelphia on July 13, 1985.
Original posters (there are several designs) are not too hard to find but this
example, offered at the Movie & Music Memorabilia sale at Excalibur (30/27%
buyer’s premium inc VAT etc) on April 25, carries three authenticated signatures:
those of the poster artist Peter Blake and those of Midge Ure and Bob Geldof, the
organisers of the event. A great memento of ‘the global juke box’, it took £3400
(estimate £250-350) from a buyer using thesaleroom.com.
In 2015 Bonhams sold a similar poster carrying the signatures of many of the
performers at the Wembley concert for £3800.

Above right:
1893 FA Cup
medal –
£8000 at
Mullock’s.
Below:
1928
Olympic
gold –
£5000.

Left: Live
Aid 1985
signed
poster –
£3400 at
Excalibur.

FA Cup and Olympic football glories
A gold winner’s medal awarded for
the 1893 FA Cup – Wolverhampton
Wanderers’ first major trophy –
sold for £8000 at Mullock’s (20%
buyer’s premium) on April 29-30.
It was given to Richard Baugh,
a Wolverhampton-born full-back
who made 227 total appearances
for his home-town team from 1886-96
and earned two England caps. He was
a runner-up in two FA Cup finals (1889 and
1896) but a single goal was enough to defeat
Everton in 1896. This hallmarked 18ct medal
in its original case was consigned by a private
collector based in the UK and sold on low
estimate online to an international buyer.
Another medal to impress was a 1928
Amsterdam Olympics gold medal awarded to

Uruguay striker Juan Peregrino Anselmo.
The design came from a winning entry
by Giuseppe Cassioli (Italy, 1865-1942) in a
competition organised by the International
Olympic Committee in 1923. The Trionfo
appeared for the first time in 1928 and was kept
until the implementation of a new reverse at the
1972 Munich Olympics and a total redesign for
the 2004 Athens Olympics.
The medal came for sale via family descent
and sold at a low-estimate £5000 via a
commission bid by an international buyer.
Anselmo was in the national squad but did not
play in a match at the Olympics. Two years later
he was part of the Uruguayan 1930 World Cupwinning squad, scoring twice in the semi-final,
but was not in the starting 11 for the final.
Tom Derbyshire
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Works of Art,
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Collectibles
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Further Information:

Lot 643 A fragment of a Roman marble
figure, 2nd – 3rd century

Lot 343
A fine, small Eger cabinet casket from the estate of Count von Solms, workshop of
Johann Karl Haberstumpf (1654 - 1724), Eger, circa 1690 – 1710

www.hermann-historica.com

Lot 227 A magnificent chess set,
probably Hanau, circa 1900

Lot 1302 A French partially gilt burgonet,
circa 1600

Hermann Historica GmbH ❘ Bretonischer Ring 3 ❘ 85630 Grasbrunn / Munich ❘ Germany ❘ contact@hermann-historica.com
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Auction Reports Art market

Auctioneers and estate agents
Artists’ personal collections for sale include their own work and that of others
1

by Alex Capon
Two consignments of works
directly from artist’s estates added
a distinctive flavour to Chiswick
Auctions’ (25% buyer’s premium)
latest Modern & Post-War British Art
sale on April 22.
The artists may not have been
household names but they both
produced interesting works and led
quite fascinating lives.
A group of 27 works from the
estate of Katharine ‘Kitty’ Church
(1910-99) came to auction through
her executor, provided an intriguing
insight into the Highgate-born
painter’s range of work and also
showcased her close exchanges with
well-known artist friends.
They generated a favourable
reaction at the sale with all bar one
of the lots in the group sold for a
£13,400 hammer total.
The consignment included 10
of Church’s works which raised a
combined £9750.

Hitchens influence
The artist is normally described as
a neo-Romantic painter whose style
was akin to John Piper (who she
knew from her early days) but she
was also influenced by the techniques
of Ivon Hitchens, in particular the
looser handling and fluid colouring.
She had met Hitchens in 1933 – two
years before she met her future
husband, the writer Anthony West
(son of Dame Rebecca West and HG
Wells).
Uppermost among Church’s own
works in the Chiswick sale was a
portrait of West painted shortly
before they married. The 2ft 6in x
2ft 1in (76 x 64cm) oil on canvas
was signed and dated 1936. It had
bold colours and strong lines that

Right: painted
at the age of 84,
this self-portrait
by Kitty Church
was among the
lots offered
at Chiswick
Auctions. It made
£600, selling to an
online buyer.
22 | 16 May 2020
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The aim has been
to showcase and
celebrate the
great variety of
absolutely brilliant
British artists – it’s
been working
really well so far

evinced the “personal style, dashing,
generous, linear with homage to
Cézanne and perhaps Van Gogh” to
which Piper himself referred to in
Church’s obituary in The Times.
It was very much a known work,
having featured in an exhibition at
Sally Hunter & Patrick Seale Fine
Art in London in 1984 and also in
a 2015 publication on the artist by
John Duncalfe (former director of the
Duncalfe Galleries in Harrogate).
Most Church works, when they
appear at auction, sell for £1000-2000
– the estimate for this portrait. The
artist’s record had been £2000 for
a still-life sold at Sotheby’s in 2003,
while more recently another still-life
fetched £1650 at Tennants in October
last year, and a view of Stourhead
made £1700 at Woolley & Wallis in
June 2017.
The picture at Chiswick,
however, was an altogether different
commercial proposition. The early

Born in Highgate, north London, Katharine Church, known as ‘Kitty’ among
friends and family, trained at the Royal Academy of Arts between 1930-33
and at the Slade from 1933-34. Her first solo exhibition was held in 1933
at the Wertheim Gallery where artists such as Christopher Wood, Victor
Pasmore and Cedric Morris were also showing their works at the time.
She later exhibited at the New English Art Club and at the Lefevre Gallery,
and over the years maintained a wide circle of artist friends.
In the 1960s, she purchased Sutton House and ran the Hambledon Gallery
at Blandford Forum, promoting the work of artists including John Craxton,
Leonard Rosoman, Keith Vaughan, Mary Potter and Cecil Beaton, as well as a
wide range of local artists.

date of the portrait and the obvious
personal connection between artist
and sitter added to its qualities.
This clearly struck a chord with
bidders and it was knocked down to a
private Australia buyer at £5600 – a
result that significantly raised the bar
of the artist’s market.

Hodgkins gift
While other works by Church at
the sale all sold for under £1000,
the top lot among the art from
her estate was for one of the many
works she received as gifts from her
artist friends, in this case Frances
Hodgkins (1869-1947).
After leaving London, Church and
West hosted many painters at their
home at Quarry Farm, Tisbury, near
Salisbury, including the New Zealand
artist Hodgkins.
Still life with fruits, an 18¾in x 2ft
1in (48 x 62cm) pencil, watercolour
and gouache, was signed by the artist
and was one of a number of works by
Hodgkins that was dedicated to Kitty
and Anthony.
In a letter to Church’s dealer,
Duncan Macdonald of the Lefevre
Gallery, Hodgkins wrote: “I had the
happiest of long weekends with the
Wests, and have painted three quite
attractive canvases. They are two
delightful dears, Anthony and Kitty –
I loved my visit to them.”
This familiar work in terms of
style and subject, echoing Matisse
and Dufy, was exhibited at The Isle
antiquestradegazette.com
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titled The Black Lion Skittle Alley which
depicted what Cronyn described
in his unpublished memoirs as the
local skittle alley where he played
frequently. It measured 5½ x 7in
(14 x 18cm) and sold for the same
multi-estimate sum of £950 but to a
different buyer.
Overall the six lots all sold
and generated £4940. Chiswick
Auctions’ head of sale Krassi Kuneva
said it “proved that Cronyn’s work
resonates with our clients and there is
much desire for it”.

Market-fresh Fedden
Highlights from Chiswick Auctions’ Modern & PostWar British Art sale on April 22:
1. Katharine ‘Kitty’ Church’s portrait of her husband
Anthony West – £5600 at Chiswick Auctions.
2. Boy leaning on a step signed by John Craxton –
£2400.
3. Churchill’s Funeral Barge by Hugh Cronyn – £1100.
4. Still life with fruits by Frances Hodgkins – £9000.
5. The Black Lion Skittle Alley, a woodcut by Hugh
Cronyn – £950.
6. Pink roses by Mary Fedden – £15,000.

of Purbeck Arts Club in March
1948. It was pitched at a relatively
obtainable £4000-6000 and sold
to a UK private buyer at £9000 on
thesaleroom.com – a decent sum for a
work on paper of this size, especially
one with a more fragmentary
composition than most of Hodgkin’s
works that can easily sell for fivefigure sums at auction.
Another well-known name
represented by a work on paper in the
collection was John Craxton (19222009). Again, he was an artist who
Church knew well and the signed 23¼
x 18¼in (60 x 46cm) ink and gouache
of a boy leaning on a step was another
gift she received.
It dated from 1954, a time when
the artist was receiving considerable
acclaim and exhibiting his paintings
of Greek subjects at the Leicester
Galleries, and it came with an
inscription to Kitty to the lower left.
Although it might not have been as
identifiably ‘Craxton-esque’ as some
other examples that have emerged on
the market over the last few years, it
drew a number of bidders against its
£2000-3000 estimate and sold to the
UK trade at £2400.

Versatile painter
The second group of works from an
artist’s estate at the Chiswick sale
comprised six lots by the versatile
Canadian-British painter Hugh
Cronyn (1905-96). They came to
auction from the artist’s family.
antiquestradegazette.com
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Originally from Vancouver, he
developed a strong connection to the
Chiswick area and became a wellknown local character.
He was immersed in the
bohemian and artistic community he
encountered on the HammersmithChiswick borders by the river (not
too far from the Chiswick saleroom).
He lived next-door to the Irish
painter Nora McGuinness (190180) – a painting of her smoking
sold for £480 at this sale – before
later becoming a tutor at Colchester
School of Art in 1949 and moving to
Suffolk.
The artist does not have much of
a presence at auction today with the
few works that have emerged tending
to sell for below £500.
Offered here, though, was a
painting with a famous subject:
Winston Churchill’s funeral barge
coming up to Festival Pier, an event
the artist witnessed first-hand from
the embankment on the north side of
the Thames in January 1965.
The scene shows the vessel MV
Havengore shortly after Churchill’s
state funeral at St Paul’s Cathedral.
The 2ft 6in x 4ft 2in (76cm x
1.27m) oil on canvas was naive in
style but, with the artist having
served in the navy and being a
huge admirer of the wartime prime
minister, it was an attempt to convey
the sobriety of an historic moment.
The estimate was £600-800 but it
sold for £1100 to a UK private buyer,

an auction record for Cronyn.
The price pipped the £950 bid for
Cronyn’s portrait of his wife Jean
from c.1948 that overshot a £400600 estimate at the Chiswick sale.
However, the two Cronyn works that
drew the most competition were both
woodcuts estimated at just £80-120.
He learned the craft of wood
engraving from another neighbour,
the artist Gertrude Hermes, and
the two examples here were both
from 1939 and demonstrated his
craftsmanship and ability to capture
the atmosphere of his locality.
To some minds, these were the
most desirable of his works on offer
and bidders duly responded.
One depicted Black Lion Lane –
an area with a pub and community
which had something of a village feel
about it before the nearby A4 dual
carriageway was later constructed.
The novelist, humourist and
politician AP Herbert would hold
court at the Black Lion every Sunday
and it was through such gatherings
that Cronyn – who lived opposite the
pub – met many artists and writers.
The woodcut depicted the pub
itself and surrounding houses –
including the artist’s own studio at
number 9A – and the ‘Bell Steps’ at
the end of Hammersmith Terrace
beyond. Measuring 6 x 6¾in (15 x
18cm), the unframed sheet drew
strong bidding and was knocked
down at £950 to a UK private buyer.
The following lot was a woodcut

The top lot of the sale was for a
vintage work by Mary Fedden
(1915-2012). Pink roses was a relatively
late work dating from 1997 but the
15½x 19¼in (39 x 49cm) signed oil on
canvas was appealing in colour and
composition, combining elements of
still-life and landscape painting.
It came from a vendor who had
acquired it from the artist and it had
never been exhibited in public before,
giving an ‘unseen’ factor and market
freshness.
Estimated at £7000-10,000, it
sold to the trade for £15,000 – a price
that looked pretty strong for a work
of this size.
Another Fedden painting by
acquired by the same vendor from the
artist and never exhibited before was
South of France, a work from 1988 that
provided a contrast to Pink roses in
subject and tone. The 2ft 5in x 23¼in
(74 x 59cm) signed oil on canvas
had a higher estimate of £10,00015,000 and sold within predictions
for £13,500 to a UK private buyer on
thesaleroom.com.

Building markets
Kuneva said that in the three years
since they were launched, these
auctions have proved successful in
achieving good results for already
established artists but also in
“building markets for artists with less
or no previous exposure at auction”.
“The aim has been to showcase
and celebrate the great variety of
absolutely brilliant British artists
and I think we can certainly say that
it’s been working really well so far,”
added Kuneva.
With the sale taking place with
the country still in lockdown due to
the coronavirus, the auction house
reported that it had never had so
much online bidding for a sale in this
category.
Over 450 bidders registered online
with absentee bids and phone lines
also showing increased activity.
The final result was encouraging:
88% of the 162 lots sold for a total of
over £200,000 (including premium)
with some aftersales still pending. n
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Exceedingly good Kipling prices
Extensive collection of books and other material comes to auction from rare book shop duo
by Ian McKay
Running to 36 lots in all, an extensive
Rudyard Kipling collection of books
and other related material offered
in a recent New York sale produced
excellent results and record bids.
Part of an April 15 sale held
by Doyle (25/20/12.5% buyer’s
premium), they came from the
personal collections of the late Joan
Twigg, who, along with her husband
Oliver, had run the Totteridge Rare
Book Shop.
Not in the best of conditions
but sold at $4250 (£3400), the
earliest item was a copy, once in
John Pierpont Morgan’s library, of
Echoes. This was a Civil and Military
Gazette Press of Lahore publication
whose two un-named writers were
Rudyard and his sister Alice, or
‘Trix’.
Dated 1884 on the original but
rebacked printed wrappers, this 72pp
work contains 39 poems – mostly
‘echoes’ or imitations of the work of
well-known poets. All bar seven of
them have been ascribed to Rudyard.
A copy that was additionally
inscribed with a poem in his hand
is the only example to have made
more at auction – sold for £4800 at
Sotheby’s in 1999.

Family production
Quartette, subtitled ‘The Christmas
Annual of the Civil & Military
Gazette’ and printed in Lahore in
1885, was another Kipling family
production.
The four ‘Anglo-Indian Writers’
noted as contributors on the extended
subtitle were Kipling, his father,
mother and, once again, his sister.
The key work is Rudyard’s tale of
‘The Phantom Rickshaw’, an often
reprinted tale that was here making

Right: 1637,
Leiden first of
Rene Descartes’
Discours de la
méthode... sold at
Galerie Bassenge
for €75,000
(£65,250).
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The four ‘AngloIndian Writers’ noted
as contributors on the
extended subtitle were
Kipling, his father,
mother and, once
again, his sister

its first appearance. In printed paper
wrappers designed at the local Mayo
School of Art, this appears to be the
first copy seen at auction since the
1990s and it made a record $4250
(£3400).
The following lot, an 1886 Lahore
first of Departmental Ditties and other
verses, realised $3750 (£3000).
The wrappers, in the form of an
envelope whose front cover serves as
the title-page, showed some worming
and there were other defects of
condition, but only one other copy
has made more at auction.
In 1990, at Sotheby’s New York, a
copy inscribed by its author to a Mrs
Money and later owned by Jerome
Kern was bid to $7000 (then £4270)
in one of its many sales of books from
the vast Bradley Martin library.
A pair of 1894-95 firsts of the two
Jungle Books, both of which include
illustrations by Rudyard’s father, sold

for a much higher than expected and
record $14,000 (£11,000). Both were
in exceptionally fine condition and
the second volume also retained a
frayed and soiled dust jacket.
Yet another record was broken, at
$9000 (£7200), with the appearance
of a 1902 first issue of Kipling’s Just So
Stories – a work for which he provided
his own illustrations.
The jacket showed some losses and
defects, but it is rarely seen at all and,
as an added attraction, one of the two
bookplates in this copy was designed
for its then owner by a distinguished
American artist and illustrator,
Rockwell Kent.
Sold at $6000 (£4800), yet
another auction record, was a 1903
Macmillan first of Sixteen Illustrations
of Subjects from Kipling’s “Jungle Book”,
a portfolio featuring the splendid
early work of the Detmold brothers,
Maurice and Edward. n

Collected by an anarchist and a librarian
Top lot in an April 7-9 sale conducted by Galerie
Bassenge (23% buyer’s premium) of Berlin, at €140,000
(£121,800), was a 1687 first issue of Newton’s Principia
mathematica....
In more recent times this copy of one of the more
famous and influential books ever printed formed part
of the library of Friedrich Dobe (1885-1954), whom
the auction house rather intriguingly define as a book

collector, calligrapher, illustrator and anarchist.
Sold at €75,000 (£65,250) was a 1637, Leiden first of
Rene Descartes’ Discours de la méthode....
It is a copy from the personal collections of the lawyer,
scientist and sometime royal librarian Pierre Du Puy
(1582-1651) and his younger brother Jacques, whose
family arms feature on both covers of the somewhat worn
but generally fine period binding.
antiquestradegazette.com
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Two early primitive carved
sticks (one club)
Fine 18ct gold
jade, diamond
and onyx
pendant
on chain

Collection
of Moorcroft

1. A record $9000 (£7200) was bid at Doyle for a 1902 first issue of Kipling’s Just So
Stories in a defective but rarely seen jacket.
2. The pair of 1894-95 firsts of Kipling’s Jungle Books that made a record $14,000
(£11,000) in New York.
3. Quartette, an 1885 Kipling family collaboration in which Rudyard’s tale of ‘The
Phantom Rickshaw’ made its debut. Sold for a record $4250 (£3400).
4. An 1886 first of Kipling’s Departmental Ditties..., the envelope wrapper serving as a
title-page. Sold at $3750 (£3000) by Doyle of New York.

British and Irish book auctions (all online only)
ends May 12		

English Literature, History, Children’s Books & Illustrations, Sotheby’s - London 020 7293 6927
4

4 lots Books, Gildings - Market Harborough

May 12-13

4

Sports Memorabilia & Ephemera Sections, Tim Davidson - Nottingham

May 13

4

9 lots Books, Barry L Hawkins - Downham Market

01366 387180

www.littletonauctions.com

May 13

4

4 lots Maps, John Nicholson’s - Haslemere

01428 653727

May 13

Autographs incl WWII RAF, Chaucer Auctions - Folkestone

0800 1701314

School Lane, Middle Littleton, near Evesham, Worcestershire WR11 8LN

4

May 13-15

4

53 lots Books & Ephemera, Eastbourne Auctions

01323 431444

May 14

4

25 lots Books, Comics & Ephemera, Special Auction Services - Newbury

01635 580595

Worlds Beyond: Books & MSS, Christie’s - London

020 7389 2151

May 14-Jun 4 		

01858 41414

Email: info@littletonauctions.com
Tel: 01386 244 379 or 833 124

May 12

0115 986 8550

May 15

4

60 lots Books & Ephemera, Smiths - Newent

01531 821776

May 16-17

4

17 lots Books & Maps, Railtons - Wooler

01668 283000

ends May 17 4

Military Books, The Auction Centre - Runcorn

01928 579796

May 19

4

5 lots Books: Locks & Safes Collection, Stacey’s - Rayleigh

01268 777122

May 20

4

34-lot Book Section, Richard Winterton - Lichfield

01543 251081

May 21

4

122-lot Book Auction, Hansons - Etwall

01283 733988

Editions & Works on Paper

Tuesday 19th May

May 21

4

Books & Works on Paper, Forum Auctions - London

020 7871 2640

Books & Works on Paper

Thursday 21st May

May 22

4

Book & Ephemera Section: Railwayana Sale, Keys - Aylsham

01263 733195

May 26

14 lots Books, Comics, etc, Rogers Jones - Colwyn Bay

02920 708125

Books & Works on Paper

Wednesday 3rd June

4

May 27

4

45-lot Book & Map Section, Wotton Auction Rooms - Wotton-under-Edge

01453 844733

Fine Books, Manuscripts & Works on Paper

Tuesday 9th June

May 27

4

17-lot Book & Map Section, Mellors & Kirk - Nottingham

0115 979 1000

Books & Works on Paper

Thursday 18th June

May 27

4

11-lot Book Section, Adam Partridge - Macclesfield

01625 431788

Editions & Works on Paper

Thursday 25th June

May 27-28

4

Travel, Maps, Nat Hist, Fencing, MSS, Docs, etc, Dominic Winter - Sth Cerney

01285 860006

9 lots Postal Ephemera, William George - London

01733 667680

ends May 28 4

Sales marked

Forum Auctions, 220 Queenstown Road, London SW8 4LP
Contact: +44 (0) 20 7871 2640 | books@forumauctions.co.uk

are viewable on thesaleroom.com
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Pocket barometer by Short Mason Ltd London, sold at Sworders
on October 15, 2019, for £150 via thesaleroom.com

Second ‘lost’
Marlborough
gem sparkles
in Cambridge
An intaglio ring became the second
of the ‘lost’ Marlborough jewels to
surface at auction in 2019 when it
sold for £36,000 (plus 22. 5%
premium) in Cambridge.
The Grand Tour-era gold ring with an
earlier Roman intaglio of a clean-shaven
man was sold at Cheffins on December 12
together with a copy of the hardback
Christie’s catalogue from June 1899 of the
sale of The Marlborough Gems, at which,
according to family tradition, it was
bought.
The collection of about 800 engraved
gems formed by the nobleman and
politician George Spencer, 4th Duke of
Marlborough (1739-1817), was the largest
and most important of the age. It resided
at Blenheim Palace until it was sold by the

PREDICTIONS FOR 2020

2020

A varied quartet of items sold
across online-only sales in 2019

1
3

vision

4

For better or worse, Brexit is finally set to proceed and will be a major factor in the year
a near-total ivory trade ban, antiquities challenges and a new buying ethos based on
cultural sensitivities, changes at major fairs and a growing ‘green’ movement

Predictions for 2020:

Brexit uncertainty over

Above: one of the lost Marlborough gems,
sold for £36,000 at Cheffins.
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Following the Conservative Party
winning a majority in the General
Election on December 13, the UK is
expected to end its EU membership
on January 31.
The UK government will then
have until the end of the transition
period on December 31 to negotiate a
free-trade agreement with Brussels.
The end to some of the Brexit
uncertainty will help the art and
antiques trade.
Pent-up consignments from
previously reticent vendors could
now be released possibly leading to a
bonanza for auction houses in 2020.
Foreign dealers previously
unwilling to exhibit at UK fairs may
feel more willing to commit to new
schedules in 2020 now that the fear
of a no-deal Brexit has receded.
In the longer term, however,
the trade will face significant
complications as a result of inevitable
changes to import and export rules.

Timed auctions on the up
The ‘online-only’ or ‘timed online’
auction is not exactly a new way
of selling art and antiques. Ebay,
founded by Pierre Omidyar in the
autumn of 1995, turns 25 years old
in 2020. However, the perception of
the timed sale as the place for lowvalue collectables or unsold lots from
‘live’ sales is finally changing. The
12 | 28 December 2019 & 4 January 2020
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Pent-up consignments
from previously
reticent vendors could
now be released

year just ending was something of a
breakthrough for this selling model
in the UK. Expect more of the same
over the coming 12 months.
Results from 2019 for Sotheby’s,
Christie’s and Bonhams tell a story:
timed sales may represent only a
small percentage of total business
but they are now the firms’ biggest
source of new customers. Accessible
sales of collectable trainers, Supreme
merch, wristwatches, ‘celebrity’
collections are all part of the quest to
broaden the target audience.
No wonder Bonhams intends to
double the number of its online-only
sales in 2020.
Average online lot values and
selling rates are rising and the
horizon of what sells online is
broadening. Books, prints, jewellery,
Asian art and secondary Old Masters
are now the norm. In 2019 Christie’s
sold the Posner collection of
Chinese and Japanese export silver
in an online sale in the supposedly
sleepy month of August; Texas
auction house Heritage converted
monthly interiors sales into onlineonly auctions in July and had sold

more than $1m in hammer total by
November.
The key to timed-sale success has
turned out to be a healthy respect
for the oldest auction principles.
Lots must be market fresh, well
photographed, described in detail
and with realistic estimates. Some
sales benefit from theming by
category or represent a single-owner
collection. All must be available for
examination in person.
While some specialist UK auction
houses have made timed-online their
exclusive way of selling – witness the
success of Comic Book Auctions
and its sales on thesaleroom.com,
for example – a few of the UK’s
biggest regional firms have also made
online-only sales a core part of their
business model.
Fellows intends to raise the
number of its online-only sales in
2020 by at least a quarter, holding
25 or more next year. Stephen
Whittaker, managing director at
Fellows, said: “All of the sales have
had a very high sell-rate and they
have been popular among our buyers,
so I’m sure this is a trend which will
continue in 2020.”
Stephan Ludwig, Forum Auctions’
chief executive officer, affirms that
the key to a successful timed auction
is “no different to that of a traditional
auction, namely presenting the
correct combination of interesting
material, competitive pricing and
ensuring the lots are easily accessible
to a broader ecommerce-savvy
community of buyers.

1. This two-handled presentation cup and cover with the mark of
Quan of Canton, probably retailed by Lee Ching of Canton, Hong Kong
and Shanghai, c.1900 sold at $11,000 (plus 25% buyer’s premium)
as part of the collection of Myrna and Bernard Posner, offered by
Christie’s in New York during an online-only sale closing on August
22.
2. The sale of tennis memorabilia conducted ‘on behalf of the
trustees in bankruptcy of the estate of Boris Becker’ by business
asset valuer and auctioneer Wyles Hardy & Co in July included this
7in (17cm) silver replica of the Renshaw Cup made by Wakely &
Wheeler of London, 1987 sold via thesaleroom.com at £40,250.

2

Continued on page 4 ahead – as will timed auctions, anti-money laundering rules, the looming prospect of

Our guide to the New Year agenda - pages 12-15

Auction Calendar

3. No sale in 2019 was more successful than Sotheby’s March online
dispersal of memorabilia from the estate of free market economist
Friedrich von Hayek. Sotheby’s set a modern-day record for an onlineonly hammer price when his Nobel prize medal awarded in 1968 sold
for £950,000.
4. This fine copy of the Dandy Comic No 2 (1937), one of only a few
issues known to exist, sold via thesaleroom.com for £4550 by Comic
Book Auctions on June 2.

“We treat the lots offered in our
timed auction format no differently
to those offered in our catalogued
sales. We have found that our timed
auction format is presently our most
effective new buyer recruitment tool
for younger shoppers.”
He expects that the hammer total
from timed auctions at Forum in
2020 will represent more than 25%
or more of overall hammer, a rise of
8 percentage points year-on-year.
Other major UK regional auction
houses are set to embrace timed
sales in the year ahead. The future is
increasingly online.

Red tape challenge
The European Union’s Fifth AntiMoney Laundering Directive is
to come into effect in the UK on
January 10, 2020 (see page 4).
It inserts extra layers of
administration in the purchasing of
art and antiques at values of €10,000
or more. As the trade adjusts to the
new regulation there will be concerns
about how it will impact day-to-day
processes.
On the one side is the
administrative burden. Companies
must ensure they meet the
requirements in the course of the
new year, including putting in place
an AML policy and risk assessment,
establishing a record-keeping system,
appointing an AML reporting officer
Continued on page 14
antiquestradegazette.com

Major anniversaries in 2020
Dealers, fair organisers and auction houses often hold events that coincide with
important anniversaries.
The year 2020 is the 200th anniversary of the births of two major 19th century
names: Florence Nightingale and Ludwig van Beethoven.
The year also marks the 500th anniversary of the death of Renaissance master
Raphael and the 150th anniversary of the death of Charles Dickens. The latter will

January

 100th anniversary of the birth of science-fiction writer Isaac Asimov
 100th anniversary of prohibition coming into effect in the US
 200th anniversary of the birth of author Anne Bronte

February

 200th anniversary of the birth of American Civil War general William
Tecumseh Sherman
 75th anniversary of the Battle of Iwo Jima during the Second World War
 200th anniversary of the birth of John Tenniel, known for his illustrations of
Alice in Wonderland

March

 75th anniversary of the death of diary writer Anne Frank in Bergen-Belsen
concentration camp. The specific date is uncertain but is thought to be in
March 1945

April

 500th anniversary of the death of Italian artist Raphael
 250th anniversary of the birth of poet William Wordsworth
 150th anniversary of the birth of Russian revolutionary leader Lenin

May

 75th anniversary of VE Day (Victory in Europe) during the Second World War
 200th anniversary of the launch of Charles Darwin’s ship HMS Beagle
 200th anniversary of the birth of nurse Florence Nightingale
antiquestradegazette.com

be a theme for Firsts, the Antiquarian Booksellers’ Association fair in June.
More recently, 2020 marks the 15th year since the launch of online auction
marketplace thesaleroom.com (and we’ll also be eagerly anticipating 2021
which is when ATG turns 50).
Below is a list of key anniversaries in 2020 that may prompt a spike in
interest and perhaps buying activity in art, antiques and historical documents.

June

 150th anniversary of the death of author Charles Dickens

August

 75th anniversary of VJ Day when Japan announced its unconditional
surrender, ending the Second World War in the Pacific

September

 75th anniversary of the official ending of the Second World War with the
formal signing of the surrender document by the Japanese on USS Missouri
 150th anniversary of the start of the Siege of Paris during the FrancoPrussian War

November

 50th anniversary of the death of French President Charles de Gaulle
 400th anniversary of the Mayflower Pilgrims arriving at Cape Cod
 100th anniversary of Bloody Sunday in Dublin during the Irish War of
Independence
 500th anniversary of Ferdinand Magellan reaching the Pacific Ocean
through the Strait of Magellan (as it became known) and becoming the first
European to sail from the Atlantic to the Pacific

As a digital subscriber, as well as having unlimited access to
antiquestradegazette.com, you can download the dedicated
Antiques Trade Gazette app and enjoy your weekly issues at home.

December

 250th anniversary of the birth of composer Ludwig van Beethoven
 300th anniversary of the birth of Charles Edward Stuart, the Young
Pretender also known as Bonnie Prince Charlie
28 December 2019 & 4 January 2020 | 13
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Previews Our weekly selection from salerooms
The auction calendar has been much changed by Covid 19 restrictions. However,
as indicated by these lots offered for sale in May, some UK auctioneers continue to
transact behind closed doors holding ‘live online’ sales with bids taken via bidding
platforms such as thesaleroom.com or over the phone. Typically purchases can
either be collected safely and couriered, or stored by the auctioneers until the
current government guidance is lifted.

* BID LIVE AT thesaleroom.com
Place a max bid before the auction or bid
live for these items on thesaleroom.com

Kent saleroom C&T is holding a timed online sale closing on May 17. It includes
this 19th century scrimshaw sailor’s whalebone walking stick with marine ivory
handle carved as an eagle’s head. Estimate £150-250.
candtauctions.co.uk

*

This Victorian antique
mahogany games
compendium box, fully
appointed with games
pieces for chess, dominos,
checkers and a table croquet
game, comes for sale at East
Bristol Auctions on May 15
estimated at £300-500.
eastbristol.co.uk

*

A silver novelty rugby-themed
inkstand with marks for John
Turton, Sheffield 1923, has a guide
of £500-700 at Smiths of Newent in
Gloucestershire on May 15.
smithsnewentauctions.co.uk

Industrial and commercial auction house Pinder Asset Solutions is conducting a timed
online sale of memorabilia from the Co-operative Group. The Co-op’s head office is
relocating to a new site in Manchester after its home since the 1960s, the CIS Tower, was
earmarked for redevelopment.
Bidding opens at £50 for this glazed display of early tokens and coins, many of them
made for the Royal Arsenal Co-operative Society which took its name from the Royal
Arsenal munitions works in Woolwich. Its motto was Each for all and all for each. The
online sale closes on June 4.
pinderassetsolutions.com

*

*
This impression of the engraving
Melancolia I, worked by Johannes
Wierix (1549-1620) in 1602 after
the 1514 original by Albrecht Dürer
(1471-1528), comes for sale at
Forum’s Editions & Works on Paper
auction on May 19 with a guide of
£1500-2000. An excellent clear
impression, the sheet has the Wierix
inscription removed, as often found.
forumauctions.co.uk

This modern silver vesta case designed
as a cat’s head with a ribbon round
its neck has hallmarks for London
1990. The guide is £60-90 at Richard
Winterton in Lichfield on May 19-21.
richardwinterton.co.uk

*

*

Bonhams’ May 19 sale of British & European art includes a series of works from the
family of the artist Mary Ellen Best (1809-91). A number of them were pictured in
the 1985 book The World of Mary Ellen Best by Caroline Davidson. This 7 x 10in
(18 x 24cm) watercolour titled Cottagers at Tea is estimated at £1000-1500.
bonhams.com

*
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While the mainstay of the business of Thomas Richard Williams (1824-71) was
stereoscopic daguerreotype portraits, he began to develop an artistic vision of what
photography could and would become.
One of the first photographers to shoot still-lifes in the 17th century Dutch painting
tradition, among his so-called ‘First Series’ of artistic compositions was Mortality or The
Sands of Time, c.1851-55. This copy has an estimate of £2000-3000 at Flints’ sale of Fine
Photographica & Instruments of Science in Thatcham on May 21.
flintsauctions.com

*

antiquestradegazette.com

Send your previews three weeks in advance of sale
to editorial@antiquestradegazette.com

This rare Elizabeth II Polar Medal with Antarctic 1977 clasp was awarded to David G
Harvey who served with the Australian National Antarctic Research Expeditions. In 1977
he was the senior diesel mechanic at Mewson Station.
It has an estimate of £2000-3000 at Lockdales in Ipswich on May 30-31.
lockdales.com

*

Philip Serrell in Malvern has been asked to sell
a 19th century repeating carriage clock with a
connection to Florence Nightingale to raise funds for
St Richards Hospice in Worcester.
There will be no auction fees or buyer’s premium
charged at the single-lot timed online sale closing on
May 22.
The clock is inscribed To MES from Florence
Nightingale, 10th October 1887. The initials are for the
social reformer Mathilde Schwabe, a descendant of
the consignor. At the time of going to press bidding
for the clock had already reached £4400.
serrell.com

*

Postposed from March, Adam Partridge will hold a three-day sale in Macclesfield on May
26-29. Estimated at £2000-3000 is this 32oz Lloyds Patriotic Fund silver and silver gilt
vase (Samuel Hennell, London 1804).
It was presented to George Keyzar of
The Ship Irlam as a testimony of his gallant
conduct in beating a French privateer
of superior force on his voyage to
Barbadoes [sic] July 1804.
Captain Keyzar, his
watercolour portrait
included with the lot, was
involved in the manumission
(setting free) of slaves in the
West Indies.
adampartridge.co.uk

*

AUCTION 28TH MAY • 11AM • ONLINE
STUDIO OF SIR ANTHONY VAN DYCK (FLEMISH 1599-1641)

Dreweatts in Newbury is returning to the rostrum
with a series of live online sales replacing events
cancelled in March.
This 7in (18cm) dated London delft wine
bottle inscribed Claret and dated 1642 has a
paper label for the Warren Collection – source
of much of the English delft in the Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford.
Consigned from the estate of Christopher
and Rosemary Warren, it has an estimate of
£1500-2500 as part of the sale of Fine Furniture,
Sculpture, Carpets and Ceramics on May 18.
dreweatts.com

THE ASCENSION [DETAIL] Oil on panel, en grisaille £5,000-7,000 + fees

0131 557 8844 • Sale details, illustrated catalogue
& free online bidding at www.lyonandturnbull.com

*
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Collecting Guide English drinking glasses

A toast to English d
Despite their apparent fragility, early English drinking
glasses have survived in relatively large numbers. They
have a long collecting pedigree – the idea of collecting
them as objects of interest goes back at least to the 19th
century, writes Anne Crane.
By 1897, the antiquarian Albert Hartshorne had
published Old English Glasses: An account of glass drinking
vessels in England, from early times to the end of the
eighteenth century. This seminal work provided the first
attempt at classification of 18th century glasses, the
sector which makes up the biggest slice of this particular
market. The book has now become a collector’s work in its
own right – in March this year, for example, a copy sold at
Keys in Aylsham for £110.
Up to the mid-1670s, English glasses, like their
Continental counterparts, were made of soda glass
producing thinly constructed, lightweight vessels of fluid
design. The patenting by George Ravenscroft in his London
Savoy workshop of glass made with lead oxide produced
a much heavier, clearer product that responded well to
cutting and engraving. From a luxury product for the
very rich, glass gradually became more widely produced
and affordable. It is for this reason that a volume of 18th
century material has survived.
For today’s collector, these drinking vessels combine
the appeal of attractive objects with an added element of
social history.

2

4

1

What do people collect?
Traditional 18th century drinking glasses are still described
by specialists very much according to specific types first
outlined in Hartshorne's seminal publication and developed
by Leonard Bickerton in his Eighteenth Century English
Drinking Glasses (first published in 1971), still the standard
collecting work.
Here, glasses are classified according to the shapes of
their stems, bowls and feet; to the decoration within the
stem and the method used to embellish them. All of this
affords a well-defined base for enthusiasts to study the
material and acquire specimens.
Equally key to collecting is the subject matter
decorating the glass. It can range from simple foliate
motifs around the rim to elaborate portraits or landscapes
covering virtually the entire surface of the bowl.
Decoration can serve a number of different purposes. It
can help to identify the intended contents (apples for cider
or hops for beer) or it might detail ownership, as in the
case of an armorial. Glasses often serve a commemorative
or ceremonial function, such as a toast to a monarch, or a
reference to a secret society such as the Jacobites. Other
popular subjects include political events, trade or shipping.
Drinking glasses from the 19th century afford plenty
of collecting opportunities. By the late 18th century, deep
cutting rather than shallow engraving was beginning to
take over on bowls, stems and feet as a favoured form
of decoration. This was something that was to come
into fuller force with the Regency era before the influx of
Victorian decorative or ‘fancy’ glass with its many different
colours and forms of embellishment. Rummers from this
period (the name is derived from the continental roemer
glass) are a collecting favourite. These range from simple
plain examples to the so-called Sunderland Bridge glasses
commemorating the opening of the iron Wear Bridge.
28 | 16 May 2020
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For today’s collector, these
drinking vessels combine the
appeal of attractive objects
with an added element of
social history
The market
With such a large supply, collectors can enter the field at
all levels. For those starting out there is no shortage of
standard 18th century wine glasses with plain funnel or
rounded bowls and simple stems, perhaps with the added
refinement of an opaque or clear glass thread to the stem.
These glasses, along with the small ale glasses on short
feet, are very affordable with a choice available in the
£50-250 bracket. As no satisfactory way to restore glass
exists, condition issues from chips and cracks to re-ground
bowls are key to pricing.
Buyers can expect to add a premium for a variation in
bowl shape, such as a pan top or the shorter cordial and

narrower ratafia glasses. Equally, add more for unusual
combinations of stem threads or extra knops. As with
ceramics, a date or an inscription will add value.
Even so, examples can still be found in the low hundreds
– this is a generally stable market where prices have
shifted relatively little over the last 20-30 years.
There has, however, been more movement in niche
categories of shape or decoration such as balusters, colour
twists, Jacobite glasses and the rococo enamelled wares
associated with the Newcastle decorating workshop of the
Beilby family.

Balusters
The English baluster is one of the earliest classes of
drinking glass. These were popular from the last years of
the 17th century through to the first half of the 18th, and
this early date makes them relatively scarce. Many are
undecorated and are collected for their pleasing sculptural
form with baluster-shaped, knopped stems and large
bowls. Most later 18th century wine glasses have much
smaller bowls as wine was usually served in small draughts
to be quickly downed and refreshed.
Having dipped in favour 30 or so years ago, balusters
started to revive in the 1990s and have been popular ever
antiquestradegazette.com
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h drinking glasses
1. A 6in (15cm) mid-18th century plain stemmed
wine glass engraved to the funnel bowl Our Liberty
Preserved by Taylor, possibly a reference to Joseph
Taylor who served as MP for Ashburton from 1739-41.
Sold for £400 at Keys of Aylsham in March 2020.

6

2. English balusters are among the earliest 18th
century glasses produced and are much sought after.
This example, c.1710, featured in a sale at Bonhams
in November 2019 where it sold for £6000.

7

5

8

3. Privateer glasses are a collectable class of 18th
century wine glass, engraved with a sailing vessel to
the bowl and an inscription linked to the ship. Some
were possibly produced in the port city of Bristol.
This 6in (15cm) example engraved with a twomasted ship and the inscription Success to the Hornet
Privateer was sold at Woolley & Wallis in October
2019 for £7200. The National Archives record letters
of marque in August 1758 for a ship called The
Hornet, owned by Richard Earnshaw and the Company
of London, and also in October of the same year
owned by the Company of Bristol.
4. This mid-18th century 7½in (19cm) high air twist
stem goblet is a rare example of an anti-Jacobite
glass. It is engraved to the bucket bowl with a portrait
of the victor of Culloden and inscribed His Royal
Highness William Duke of Cumberland.
The glass also has a paper label for well-regarded
author and glass dealer Arthur Churchill. It sold for
£15,000 at Lyon & Turnbull in September 2019.
5. Firing glasses, with short stems and a thick foot,
made a sound like gunshot when banged on a table
during a toast. This example, with a bell bowl and
airtwist stem, dates from c.1760. At Woolley & Wallis
of Salisbury in October 2019 it made £280.

since. Good examples regularly make four-figure prices,
such as the version shown above sold by Bonhams in
November 2019 for £6000 (plus premium).
Prices can even stray into five figures for single glasses
from two small sub-groups. These include the best Beilby
enamels and some of the rarer colour twists featuring

9
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a single or combination of coloured glass threads to
the stems. A short production period between 1765-80
renders both types very collectable.

Beilby glass
Beilby glass moved into collecting prominence after the
1973 publication of James Rush's book The Ingenious
Beilbys. The relatively recent sale of two prominent
collections (those of AC Hubbard and
Chris Crabtree dispersed
between 2010-11) increased
supply and took out two big
buyers. But demand remains
strong even if prices are not
rising as fast. At the top of the
Beilby tree are pieces such as
a goblet decorated with the royal
arms of the House of Nassau for Prince
William V of Orange that had the bonus
of the signature Beilby Newcastle
Pinxit. This realised £90,000 in
Bonhams’ 2011 sale of glass

6. A 7in (18cm) opaque twist stemmed ale glass of
c.1765 enamelled by William Beilby with hops and
barley. It sold for £1850 at Fieldings of Stourbridge
in May 2019.
7. This 5in (13cm) high Sunderland Bridge rummer
from c.1840 commemorates the 1796 opening of
the bridge over the Wear that allowed tall ships such
as the two-masted vessel depicted here to pass
underneath. The glass also has the initials FAJG set
between hops and barley to the reverse. At Mellors &
Kirk in Nottingham on March 18 it took £140.
8. This rare 7in (17.5cm) high wine glass of
c.1760 combines two very desirable categories of
decoration. It has ‘Jacobite’ engraving to the bowl and
a red, blue, green and opaque white colour twist stem.
It sold for £7500 at Bonhams in November 2019.
9. A set of six plain rummers with ‘lemon squeezer’
cut square feet, c.1810-20. It sold at Mallams in
Cheltenham in November 2019 for £220.

Continued on page 30
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“

Glasses with decoration
alluding to the Jacobites have
long had specialist appeal

Four 18th century drinking
glasses coming up for auction

Continued on page 29
from Hubbard’s collection. Lesser wares with simple white
enamelled vine motifs can be priced under £1500.
Colour twist values have a pecking order based on
the colours of the threads. Yellow is the rarest and most
expensive, blue is deemed collectable, but red, seen more
frequently, costs less. Combinations of two or more colours
can also increase the value.
Glasses with decoration alluding to the Jacobites, those
who supported the claim of James II's Scottish descendants
to the English throne, have long had specialist appeal. These
may take the form of simple wine glasses engraved with
emblems of a rose and bud. Alternatively they can have
increasingly expensive additional features such as the words
Fiat or Redeat as an inscription, a portrait of the Young
Pretender or the full Jacobite Anthem engraved on the bowl of
a goblet.
Two or three decades ago these glasses were the object of
much discussion and debate about just how many of them were
genuine mid-18th century creations and how many were later
recreations of the Jacobite romance. This affected demand and
value for a while and set a premium on Jacobite material with the
security of a strong early provenance.

Right: this 7in (17.5cm) high
cider glass of c.1740-50
engraved to the generous
bowl with a branch of apples
or oranges sold for £1400 at
Bonhams in November 2019.

Left: a 5½in (14cm) high cordial glass of
c.1770, with a wrythen-fluted bowl set
on a double airtwist stem. It is estimated
at £100-150 in an online auction at
Hansons from May 21-26.
hansonsauctioneers.co.uk

Right: a 6¼in (16cm) mid 18th century
glass set a multi-spiral air twist stem with
shoulder and basal knops on a conical foot.
It is estimated at £180-220 in East Bristol
Auctions’ online sale on May 15.
eastbristol.co.uk

Left: a large 10in (25cm)
high goblet of drawn
trumpet form, c.1740, on
a plain stem with large tear
inclusion on a folded conical
foot. It has a provenance to a
private collection, Berkshire.
It is estimated at £600-800 in
an online sale at Dreweatts on
May 19.
dreweatts.com

Left: this 8in (20cm)
high pan topped bowl
goblet of c.1750, engraved
with floral and scrolling
vine to the rim and set
on a air twist stem and
conical foot, comes from a
collection of more than 100
18th century English drinking
glasses to be offered for sale
by Jeffrey S Evans in Virginia
USA on May 20. It has an
estimate of $300-500.
jeffreysevans.com

Get your

Morning Briefing
from Antiques Trade Gazette

If you want to keep on top of the latest news in the art and antiques
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Auction in Versailles, May 23rd
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Dealers’ Diary

Campaign furniture keeps trade
on the move during lockdown
Virtual exhibition showcases more than 80 items designed to be portable and flexible
by Frances Allitt
Neat, nifty and steeped in history,
good-quality campaign furniture
offers a window to a time when
travel was both permitted and
commonplace.
Christopher Clarke Antiques’
online exhibition The Salute features
more than 80 items of 18th, 19th and
20th century campaign furniture and
travel items from trunks and tables to
telescopes and tent pole hooks.
These objects were designed to be
portable. Many feature hidden hinges
so that the pieces could be folded
down and dismantled.
One of the most striking examples
in the show is a two-part Regency
bookcase, measuring 6ft (1.76m) high
when fully assembled. The mahogany
and pine piece features hinges down
the middle rather than the outside,
so that the two sections can each be
folded into a box for travel.
“Typically, campaign bookcases
were made to sit on a chest or the
floor. Full-size cases like this don’t
come along very often,” dealer Sean
Clarke tells ATG. “The quality is
fantastic.”

Customer care
A physical exhibition is off the cards
due to coronavirus, but Clarke, who
has a large online and overseas buyer
base, remains optimistic.
So far he observes that clients
have been understanding about the
implication of restrictions, such as
the fact that shipping is currently
suspended.
“A lot of customers want you to
survive as a business and there have
been messages of support,” he says,
“and we’ve seen the practical side
of that support since buyers haven’t
been chipping off on the prices.”
He does have one worry: some of
the physical qualities of antiques are
apt to be lost when they are seen in
pictures alone. That might go double
for campaign furniture where part
of the delight is seeing the objects
unfolded or packed away. The
solution for Clarke – as for so many
dealers currently – is in technology.
“The joy of antiques is talking to
people in front of the piece, so I’ve
32 | 16 May 2020
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Campaign furniture
from Christopher
Clarke Antiques’
online exhibition The
Salute:
1 & 2. Two-part
Regency mahogany
bookcase, early 19th
century, £6950.
3. Walnut secretaire
campaign chest,
c.1875, £5250.
4. A mahogany
secretaire chest
attributed to Gregory
Kane, c.1865, £4650.

“

We’ve seen the
practical side of
customers’ support
since buyers haven’t
been chipping off on
the prices

3

been doing more videos and putting
them up on YouTube,” he says.
“They’re going up on our site when
the exhibition goes live too and will
give people a better feeling of the
size.”
Other highlights include a
Sorrento ware table which folds down
to make it easy for Grand Tourists
to carry home, a 7ft 5in (2.26m)
long mahogany serving table and a
selection of travel inkwells featuring a
variety of spring-operated lids.

4

Chests are among the most
common pieces of campaign
furniture. Several feature in the show
including a secretaire chest, c.1865,
which Clarke confidently attributes
to Gregory Kane, a well-known
Dublin maker.
“It bears all his tell-tale signs
and is a really nice, good-quality
campaign chest,” Clarke says, “and it
has a secret drawer. Who doesn’t love
one of those?” n
campaignfurniture.com

antiquestradegazette.com
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Send your dealer news to Frances Allitt at
francesallitt@antiquestradegazette.com

Above: CRW Nevinson, Returning to the Trenches (1916), drypoint on off-white laid paper
from an edition of 75, available for £90,000.

Supreme pair of printmakers
Two of the most sought-after British
artists of the First World War, Paul
Nash and CRW Nevinson, are
celebrated in an online exhibition at
Osborne Samuel this month.
Nash and Nevinson: Impressions of
War and Peace features major prints
by both artists, who were exact
contemporaries. Born in 1889, they
also died in the same year, 1946.
Though each developed different
interests while studying at the Slade
School, both were changed by their
wartime experiences and are now
best remembered for their reflections
on the conflict.

Prolific Nevinson
While training, Nevinson was drawn
to depictions of modern city life and
Futurism.
The more prolific printmaker of
the two artists, he produced around
150 prints from 1916-33, many
reflecting the instruments of the first
mechanised war.
His drypoint Returning to the

2covet.com

Trenches (1916) uses Futurist
techniques for depicting movement
to convey the dense lines of French
troops, showing the soldiers as parts
in a larger machine.
Nash, on the other hand, was
fascinated by the natural world.
After his wartime experience, his
landscapes grew threatening. Among
his most recognisable works are fields
of broken trees blasted by combat.
In 1918 he produced seven war
lithographs, one of the rarest of
which is Men Marching at Night. As in
Nevinson’s Returning to the Trenches,
the men unite to form a single mass.
Though flanked by poplar trees, the
scene is geometric and unnatural.
Osborne Samuel commemorated
the centenary of the First World War
in 2014 with a large exhibition of
Nevinson prints.
This current selection also features
depictions of the post-war world.
All works are available to be viewed
online along with the catalogue.

Above: Paul Nash, Men Marching at Night (1918), lithograph on brown wove paper
from an edition of 25, priced £65,000.

Timothy Millett Cards

osbornesamuel.com

2covet connects
accredited
dealers
to discerning
buyers
worldwide

Historical Greeting Cards portray objects and events from the past as
diverse as the Defeat of the Spanish Armada in 1588, to Heal’s Furniture
Posters from the 1930’s. A fascinating cast of characters can be found,
very often with short biographies to explain their background stories.

Timothy Millett - Historical Medals and Works of Art
www.tcmcards.com

Tel: 0208 693 1111
antiquestradegazette.com
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Ram offers shear value online for Petworth
Blackbrook Gallery, a specialist in
19th century naïve animal painting,
offers Cheviot Ram at the first Virtual
Petworth Park Antiques & Fine Art Fair
opening this week.

September hopes

Above: this set of 17th century walnut
chairs is offered by Elaine Phillips
Antiques for £2500.

Left: Blackbrook
Gallery features
Cheviot Ram,
attributed to
William Shiels.
It is available for
£14,950.

The c.1840 oil is attributed to William Shiels. It is believed to have been
commissioned by Prof David Low to
be considered for his book The Breeds of
the Domestic Animals of the British Isles
(1842). Now mostly held in Scottish
institutions, the original works that
inspired the volume’s lithographs are
rare to come to the market and this
work is offered for £14,950.
More than 60 dealers will participate in the online fair which runs from
May 15-31, a far longer stretch than its
usual three days.
The Antiques Dealers Fair Limited
currently plans to hold a physical Petworth fair from September 11-13,
providing that restrictions have lifted
and it is safe to do so.
Meanwhile, organiser Ingrid Nilson
says: “Many people are celebrating

birthdays, anniversaries and have lost
holiday plans, so the dealers are offering alternative treats to perk up
lockdown.”
Each participant presents highlighted stock on the Petworth site
along with a link to their personal
web pages.

Other featured items include an
18th century portrait from Karen
Taylor Fine Art, a c.1740 Bristol Delft
charger from Roger de Ville Antiques
and a set of four 17th century walnut
caned side chairs shown by first-time
exhibitor Elaine Phillips Antiques.
petworthparkfair.com

Right: Charles
Ede offers this
Roman inscription
fragment from
the 2nd-3rd
century AD for
£7000 to benefit
charity.

From Roman fragments to jigsaws
Dealers might not be on the frontline of
the coronavirus crisis but many are trying
to do their bit through charity sales. Here
is a quick look at some of the businesses
pledging proceeds to good causes.

Above: among the sales at the PBFA virtual fair was this 1902 calendar from
Hasegawa, Tokyo, offered for £200 by Sarah Key of The Haunted Bookshop.

Calendar sells in a strange year
A 1902 calendar from Hasegawa, Tokyo, filled with colourful illustrations and verse
was among the sales at the Provincial Booksellers Fairs Association’s (PBFA) first
virtual fair.
Offered for £200, it was one of several sales made by dealer Sarah Key of
The Haunted Bookshop in Cambridge, which specialises in children’s books and
illustrated volumes.
More than 100 exhibitors revealed their stock on April 29. All items were new
offerings from their respective dealers and prices ranged from around £20-9000.
Jeremy Carson of The Antiquarian Book Company, also the PBFA’s publicity
officer, said: “‘What we didn’t expect was customers staying on the website and
buying from our 6000-strong ‘books for sale’ section – proof that collectors are still
pursuing their interests even in these extraordinarily difficult times.”
The PBFA hopes to repeat the virtual event in the coming weeks.
pbfa.org
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n London antiquities gallery Charles Ede
is donating 20% of the value of the sale of
objects on its ‘Charity Appeal’ web page
either to the homeless charity Crisis, NHS
Charities Together or both depending on
the buyer’s wishes.
charlesede.com
n Bedfordshire dealership S&S Timms
Antiques has pledged to donate 20% of

Above: one of Jonathan Cooper’s
jigsaw puzzles.

all revenue generated from initial online
enquiries during May to NHS Charities
Together.
timmsantiques.com
n For its second online charity show,
Dickinson is staging The Days of the
Week featuring works by modern and
contemporary artists. 20% of profits go to
Whitman-Walker Health in Washington, DC.
simondickinson.com
n Silver dealership Koopman Rare Art
has launched the catalogue Illumination
in Isolation. It will donate 10% on any sale
from the catalogue to an emergency fund
to support staff at the Royal Free London
NHS Foundation Trust.
koopman.art
n Finally, Contemporary dealer Jonathan
Cooper is doing things slightly differently.
The gallery has created a run of 1000-piece
jigsaw puzzles using a painting by one of
the gallery’s artists, Harry Steen. So far
more than 20 have sold. Each is offered
for £40 and all proceeds go to the NHS
Charities Covid-19 Urgent Appeal.
jonathancooper.co.uk
antiquestradegazette.com
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Our selection of 20 objects to view and buy

Koopman Rare Art
This striking pair of figural
candlesticks was made by
silversmith Edward Farrell
of London, 1823, for the
Duke of York. Standing
12in (29cm) high, they
are priced at £165,000 in
Koopman’s online catalogue
Illumination in Isolation.

koopman.art

Susanne
Schulz-Falster
Offered for £2750, this set of Japanese
playing cards, c.1840, was made for the game
karuta based on the anthology Ogura Hyakunin Isshu (‘100 poets, one
poem each’). Comprising 200 cards, the set includes Yomifunda or
‘reading cards’ each illustrated with a sketch of a poet and complete
poem and corresponding Torifuda or ‘grabbing cards’, which have just
the end of the poem. In the game, one player reads out a poem and the
others must identify the card with the corresponding picture.

Michael Kemp Bookseller
Mervyn Peake (1911-68) depicted
Vivien Leigh playing Blanche Dubois
in the 1951 film A Streetcar Named
Desire. The artist was friendly with the
actress and around this time tried to
convince her (ultimately in vain) to act
in and produce one of his plays. The
oil on board from measures 11½ x 8in
(29 x 20cm) and is offered framed and
glazed for £6500.

schulz-falster.com

Aaron Antiques
Aaron Antiques features this 1777 powder horn on
its YouTube channel Antiques Man. Made during
the American War of Independence by evident
loyalist Adam Starbuck, it includes a crest
for George III and is inscribed A Pox on
all Rebels. There is also a detailed
map of the Hudson River. It is
offered for £12,000.

michaelkemp.co.uk

youtube.com/
watch?v=KUjqJeQFV0U

Minerva Antiques
This Victorian rosewood side table,
c.1870, with tripod feet and a pillar base
is offered for £460.

minerva-antiques.co.uk
theoldcinema.co.uk

Oliver Forge and Brendan Lynch
A tiny coppersmith barbet leans from the branch
of a starfruit tree in this 18th century watercolour
from the Impey Album. The collection of paintings
was commissioned by Elijah Impey and his wife,
who employed three Patna artists to depict the
animals in their Calcutta menagerie, and the work
in question was completed by Zain al-Din. It is
available for £175,000.

forgelynch.com
antiquestradegazette.com
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Antique Karen
In the 1920s, Patek Philippe sold more
pocket watches in South America than
in any other continent. A pair of retailers,
Carlos Gondolo and Paulo Labouriau,
founders of the ‘Gondolo gang’,
apparently accounted for a
third of worldwide sales. They
ordered bespoke watches
with modifications only
available in the Patek
Philippe Chronometro
Gondolo model. These
watches were awarded as
prizes in weekly lotteries
for their gentlemen’s ‘gang’.
This large model is available
for £7995.

Castlegate House Gallery
Fidelma, a regular sitter for Leon
Kossoff, is depicted in this 1999 charcoal
on paper, 2ft 6in x 22in (76 x 56cm). It
is offered for £44,000. Currently 25%
of income from gallery sales is being
donated to The Rainbow Trust.

castlegatehouse.co.uk

antiquekaren.co.uk

Gazelles of Lyndhurst
This ceramic figure, Bantang, c.1933, by Clelia Bertetti,
depicts an Indonesian boy playing a sitar. Featuring
contrasting matt and gloss glazes, it is offered for
£2200.

theoldcinema.co.uk
gazelles.co.uk

Newman Fine Art
Among the Yorkshire watercolours dealer Derek Newman had
planned to bring to the now cancelled Pavilions of Harrogate Fair
was this 1846 painting by Henry Barlow Carter (1803-67). It shows
the marine and landscape artist’s adopted home of Scarborough
and is offered for £1250.

newmanfineart.co.uk
yorkmodernbooks.com
York Modern Books
This White Star album was produced in 1898 to commemorate the naval
review that took place on Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee. Photographed, engraved and printed by
Stas, Walery and Company, it was produced for private circulation. The album, offered for £7500, is
particularly notable for an inscription from the founder of the line, Thomas Ismay, to Thomas Andrews,
designer of the later doomed vessel Titanic.

Gerald Mathias
This Victorian leather jewellery box by W&J Milne, c.1875,
is offered through The Old Cinema for £550. The interior
has two fitted trays and is lined with original red velvet.

theoldcinema.co.uk
geraldmathias.com
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Emanuel von Baeyer
The original version of Colonel
Mordaunt’s Cock Match at Lucknow
painted by Joseph Zoffany (1733-1810) is
now at Tate Britain. However, this handcoloured etching of the scene by Richard
Earlom (1743-1822) is available for
£3600 through the London Original Print
Fair website. The crowded scene, which
features notable figures of the day from
England and India, was recorded during
Zoffany’s journey to the subcontinent in
the 1780s.

evbaeyer.com
londonoriginalprintfair.com
antiquestradegazette.com
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Alderson Antiques
This gilt bronze Argand or Colza
chandelier, similar to an example in
the staircase hall at Arlington Court
in Devon, is priced at £14,500. The
style was popular in the 1820s,
before gas and electricity, but it is
now fully wired.

Gill Coe Antiques &
Interiors
This 1930s Art Deco
bronzed metal table
light, 16½in (42cm)
wide, depicts an
Egyptian girl holding
a glass ball. Set on
a marble base, the
clock has an arched
glass shade and is
offered for £395.

aldersonantiques.com

gillcoeantiques.com

Alembic Rare Books
Compiled by Elsie T Skinner of St Katharine's College,
Tottenham, this herbarium was probably made as an
advanced student project. A Collection of Flowers
Classified According to Natural Orders contains 151
mounted specimens representing 121 species from
around the UK, labelled with their scientific and
common names. It is offered for £350.

alembicrarebooks.com

Walker Galleries
This watercolour and gouache of Lamorna Cove, signed and
dated 1920 by Laura Knight (1877-1970), was a study for the
Royal Academy exhibition of the same year. Measuring 15 x 17in
(37.5 x 42.5cm), it is available for £35,000.

walkergalleries.com

Colne Valley Bookshop
Picture Post ran from 1938-57 and helped
define photojournalism in Britain. A
complete run of the magazine is offered by
dealer Thomas Jackson for £2000.

colnevalleybookshop.co.uk
pbfa.org (TE Jackson Books)

John Robertson Fine British Paintings
A Study of Caspar, the artist’s son by Augustus John
(1878-1961) is available for £12,000.

jrobertsonfineart.com
antiquestradegazette.com
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Millington Adams
The design and ornament of this 5ft (1.52m) Regency period mahogany hall
settee reflect the style popularised by Thomas Hope in his Household Furniture
and Interior Decoration, 1807. It was very likely to have been made by the
Marsh & Tatham partnership c.1815. It comes for sale from a New York private
collection with a price tag of £25,900.

millingtonadams.com
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Send international highlights to Anne Crane at
annecrane@antiquestradegazette.com

Not a Canaletto... but is connected
Work thought to be by studio assistant is regarded as accessible alternative to famous master
Left: Venetian scene
attributed to the 18th
century artist William
James – €80,000
(£70,175) at Hampel.

by Jonathan Franks
£1 = €1.14
It is no coincidence that the 2ft 6in
x 4ft 2in (76 x 1.27m) Venetian scene
The Return of the Bucintoro on Ascension
Day offered by Hampel (29.5%
buyer’s premium) in Munich on
April 2 was clearly influenced by the
work of Antonio Canal, known as
Canaletto.
It is attributed to the British
painter William James, who was
active from 1730-80. Very little is
known about his life other than that
he painted Egyptian, Oriental and
Venetian subjects, some of which he
showed at the Royal Academy and
other exhibition venues in London.
Remarkably, James never actually
visited the locations he painted so
precisely – it is almost certain that he
never left Britain.

Studio assistant
When Canaletto visited Britain in
1754, James was one of his studio

“

James continued
to paint in his
master’s style

Small piece of furniture
attracts high level of interest
Several surprising prices emerged
at Geble (19% buyer’s premium)
in Radolfzell on Lake Constance
on April 25. The Art & Antiques
sale, held on lot-tissimo.com,
thesaleroom.com and auction.fr,
yielded a particularly noteworthy
result for an unusual 18th
century piece of furniture.
The two-door walnut cupboard
with carved floral decoration
contains two rows of four
drawers and was possibly made
in Wurzburg.
The illustration gives the
impression of a full-size piece of
furniture. In fact, it is just 2ft 7in
(80cm) tall.
Above: small-scale walnut cupboard sold for
€12,000 (£10,525) at Geble.

Popular pieces

Small pieces of furniture of this type were popular in many parts of Europe. Some
were used by cabinetmakers to demonstrate their craft to potential customers,
others undoubtedly apprentice pieces, or those destined for Kunstkammer or toys for
noble children.
Whatever the original purpose of the cupboard, it attracted numerous bidders.
After a lot of to-ing and fro-ing the price had risen from the moderate guide of €1500
to €12,000 (£10,525), with a German dealer leading the field.
38 | 16 May 2020
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assistants. After the former’s return
to Italy, James continued to paint
in his master’s style, copying or
adapting his subjects and selling the
finished products to collectors as
souvenirs of their Grand Tour.
Today’s collectors also value his

work as an accessible alternative to
those of his famous master.
The bidding in Munich went above
the €50,000-70,000 estimate and
ended at €80,000 (£70,175), with the
hammer falling to an international
dealer who had bid by post. n

Reverse painting artist revised
Among the interesting lots sold at
Scheublein (26% buyer’s premium),
in Munich on April 24 (a sale originally
scheduled for March 20), was a Still Life
with Basket of Fruit and Flowers.
This work, reverse painted on an
18in x 2ft 1in (46 x 64cm) glass panel
and housed in a gilt wooden frame, was
unsigned but can be attributed to the
French artist Victor Vispré.
He was born in Besançon in 1727,
but spent much of his working life in
London and Dublin. Due to the fact that
most of his pieces were signed only
Vispré, they were generally considered
to be the work of his elder brother
François-Xavier, who was well known
for his miniatures and
portraits, some of which
he exhibited at the Royal
Academy. He also penned
the ironically titled Le
moyen de devenir Peintre
en trois heures (How to

become a painter in three hours), published
anonymously in 1756.
Recent research has been able to
demonstrate that the glass paintings were
in fact the work of the younger brother,
Victor. The vibrant still-life in Munich was
knocked down for the estimated €4000
(£3510) to a European collector bidding on
the phone.

Chessboard check
In the same sale frenetic bidding developed
for a Persian chessboard with marquetry
in so-called Khatam-technique. Although it
had some damage, it was taken from €300
to €7000 (£6140), going to an international
dealer on lotissimo.com.

Right: glass
panel painted
with a still-life –
€4000 (£3510) at
Scheublein.
antiquestradegazette.com
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Auction Week 4 – 10 June 2020

OLD MASTERS AND
19TH CENTURY PAINTINGS
London +44 (0) 20 7009 1049, Vienna +43 (1) 515 60 312
www.dorotheum.com

Jan Brueghel II (1601–1678), Allegory of Tulipomania, oil on panel, 25.5 x 35.5 cm, €250,000 – 350,000

antiquestradegazette.com
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Find German auctions such as these on
lot-tissimo.com and thesaleroom.com

Fashionable choice
Over nearly four decades, a collector in
Copenhagen acquired works of art to furnish
and decorate a patrician residence in the
Danish capital. Part of his eclectic collection is
on sale at Lempertz in Cologne on May 29-30.
Among the pieces on offer is this three-part
garniture of blue and white octagonal Delft
vases from 1670-90.
They measure 2ft 4in (71cm) and 2ft 1in
(64cm) in height and are datable to the last
quarter of the 17th century.
The vases are painted with courtly figures in
Chinese landscapes and the bases of all three are
decorated with stylised tobacco leaves. At the
time, such copies of the numerous Chinese vases
imported to the Netherlands earlier in the century
by the Dutch East India Company were very much
à la mode and they still are today, as is reflected
by the guide of €40,000-60,000.
Also worthy of note is a 10 x 8in (25 x 21cm)

Robe became
magical prop

pen and ink drawing of a Wounded Soldier and
other subjects from Trajan’s Column in Rome,
which the collector bought at a New York auction
30 years ago. It once belonged to Joshua
Reynolds and has long been regarded as a work
by Nicholas Poussin, although some experts have
more recently suggested that it is by Pietro Testa.
Estimate €15,000-20,000.
lempertz.com

© 2020 by AUCTION TEAM
BREKER, Köln/Germany

Musical box suitable for a big noise
As a rule, musical boxes, which were the favoured mode of
reproducing music by mechanical means in the salons of
Europe and the US during the 19th century, were more or
less portable mechanisms.
This certainly does not apply to a substantial piece of
musical furniture, being offered by Auction Team Breker in
Cologne on May 16 with an estimate of €10,000-15,000.
The 4ft 4in (1.33m) high mahogany cabinet was custommade in the 1890s, probably in France, to house the musical
mechanism which is fitted in the upper part. The mechanism
with pinned cylinders and two combs was made by the Swiss
company Geo Baker & Co in Geneva. George Baker and his
partner Samuel Troll had both worked as independent makers,
until they joined forces c.1868. Their joint venture lasted until c.1891,
when they went their separate ways. As a consequence, Baker’s
company title was adapted to read Late G. Baker-Troll & Co., as can be seen on the
transfer attached to the front of the housing.
This particular model was known as a Piccolo Forte Interchangeable Musical Box and
comes with six pinned cylinders. They are housed in the drawers beneath the mechanism, which all in
all have space for 12 cylinders, presenting the owner with a wide selection of musical selections.
breker.com

Teacher carved out career as a sculptor
Anyone walking past the Palais de Chaillot in Paris may have noticed a large
sculpture of an architect on the edifice of the north wing. It is the work of
the French artist Jean-René Debarre who was born in 1907.
He spent several years teaching sculpture, before
winning the prestigious Prix Blumenthal, an award that
paid 10,000 francs for two years. It enabled him to
abandon teaching and concentrate on his artistic
career. He worked on numerous architectural projects,
but also produced sculptures and reliefs in a variety of
different materials from bronze to marble and ebony.
Sometime c.1930, he created this 12in (31cm) high
silvered bronze mantel clock on an octagonal onyx base,
which is for sale at Quittenbaum in Munich on May 26 with
a guide of €2500-3300.
quittenbaum.de
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This late 19th century
surcoat or longgua,
finely embroidered
in silk and gold
thread with eight
dragon roundels, was
originally worn by a
high-ranking woman
at the Chinese Imperial court.
It later came into the possession of the American magician
William Ellsworth Robinson (1861-1918) who, in 1900 was hired by
the Folies Bergère in Paris.
There he adopted the stage identity of Chung Ling Soo, modelling
himself on an authentic Chinese magician called Ching Lung Foo.
Robinson stayed in character on and off stage, never removing
his Chinese costume and giving interviews only through an
interpreter.
His highly successful career came to an untimely end in 1918,
when he was appearing in London. His famous bullet-catching trick
literally misfired and he was shot in the chest by his assistant, dying
the next day.
Robinson’s robe was acquired by another illusionist, Neil Sinclair
Nesbitt (1886-1936), who performed as The Great Nesbitt and also
recreated several tricks originally invented by Ching Lung Foo.
The robe and several other of Nesbitt’s Chinese accessories
passed by descent to the current owner who consigned them to Van
Ham in Cologne for the sale on May 27.
Four pairs of highly decorated fans are estimated at between
€600-1200 per pair. The longgua, together with a small case
decorated with Nesbitt’s ink drawing of a theatre interior, is expected
to bring €4500-6000.
van-ham.com

About time to make their own
For centuries, China was a rewarding
market for European clock and
watchmakers who created extravagant
timepieces for their Oriental clientele.
From about the middle of the 19th
century, Chinese craftsmen set about
constructing their own type of table
clock, intended for the local market.
On May 16, the final day of the
three-part sale at Schloss Ahlden
near Hanover, a typical example of
this type is coming up for sale with a
guide of €1800.
The 15in (39cm) high rosewood
case houses a substantial verge
movement with a double chain fusee, striking on a bell (while European
clockmakers had long been fitting an anchor escapement, Chinese
makers were still using the outdated verge). An interesting feature of
such table clocks is the central second hand.
The clock combines Western and Oriental features. The dial uses
Roman numerals; the brass dial plate is intricately engraved with bats
– an auspicious symbol in China – and foliage; the wooden surround is
inlaid with further symbols of Chinese good fortune in mother-of-pearl
such as a carp, a sceptre and a lotus flower, all designed to bring its
owner good luck and wish them a long life.
schloss-ahlden.de
antiquestradegazette.com
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Classic Week
Asian Art 27 May 2020
Decorative Art 27 May 2020
Fine Jewels & Watches 28 May 2020
Fine Art 28 May 2020
SØR Rusche Collection –
Old Masters meet Contemporaries 28 May 2020
Preview: 22 – 25 May 2020
VAN HAM Fine Art Auctioneers
Hitzelerstrasse 2 | 50968 Cologne/ Germany
Tel: +49 (221) 925862-0
info@van-ham.com
Free Catalogues | Online Catalogues | Dates:
www.van-ham.com

CARTIER
Table Decoration | France
1960s | 925/- Silver
Gilt with enamel
From the Auction:
Fine Jewels & Watches
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Tiffany, Lalique & Art Glass
Including Art Nouveau and Art Deco
June 4, 2020 | Dallas | Live & Online
Exceptional and Important George Woodall for Thomas Webb & Sons Cameo Glass
Vase: The Origin of Painting, circa 1887 | 9-1/2 inches
PROPERTY FROM THE ESTATE OF
DR. JERRY N. BLACK, BUCKHANNON, WEST VIRGINIA
Estimate: $100,000 - $150,000

This sale includes exceptional Webb, Tiffany, French cameo, Lalique,
Loetz, and applied arts of the period, including British art pottery.

View | Track | Bid
HA.com/8006
Inquiries: Nick Dawes | +1.212.486.3512 | NickD@HA.com
Samantha Robinson | +1.214.409.1784 | SamanthaR@HA.com

DALLAS | NEW YORK | BEVERLY HILLS | SAN FRANCISCO | CHICAGO | PALM BEACH
LONDON | PARIS | GENEVA | AMSTERDAM | HONG KONG
Always Accepting Quality Consignments in 40+ Categories
1.25 Million+ Online Bidder-Members
Paul R. Minshull #16591. BP 12-25%; see HA.com. Licensed by the City of New York #1364738/9-DCA. 57981
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Berlin Private Collection
Saturday, 6 June 2020

Emile Gallé, Nancy,
circa 1920, 30 cm

Opal-pendant,
Peter Heyden, 1995

Gold and enamel goblet,
Luigino Vigandon, Genf
1957, 17 cm, 868 gr

175 YEARS
Martin Kippenberger (1953-1997),
Night on Capri, Oil/canvas, 50 x 60.3 cm

Karl Schmidt-Rottluff (1884-1976),
Yellow house with fir trees. 40 x 53.5 cm

Elbinger Straße 11, 74078 Heilbronn
Tel. +49 (0) 71 31 - 15 55 70

info@auctions-fischer.de, www.auctions-fischer.de

16 May: Prussian Sale and Viennese Porcelain from a private coll.
T +49-30-27 87 60 80 — berlin@lempertz.com
English School 19th century Victoria Bridge over the Thames near Datchet
Watercolour on paper, 50 x 91.5 cm
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Auction Calendar
The original and authoritative
listing of UK sales
Every care is taken in compiling this calendar – changes
are happening very quickly at the moment.
Due to current market conditions caused by Covid-19,
this week we are listing only those UK auctions that we
have been able to verify as definitely taking place and
being held as live online-only sales. Such auctions will
be held behind closed doors, are not open to members of
the public for bidding in the room and can be operated by
the auctioneer remotely. Bidding takes place online and
may also be available on the phone or on commission,
you should check directly with the auction house for full
details including the storage arrangements or delivery
options that are currently available.

May 13 - 26

UK and Ireland

We are also listing timed auctions that are being held on
thesaleroom.com – all bidding on these sales takes place
online and can be operated by the auctioneer remotely.

International

auction advertising

Use our online calendar to check for updates and also
check the latest news on our website where changes to
dates and sale formats are listed.

Aldridges
Dix Noonan Webb
East Bristol Auctions
Fellows
Flints
Forum
Littleton Auctions
Lyon & Turnbull
Mallams
John Nicholson’s
Sworders

Information accurate at time of going to press
(2pm Thursday May 7).
Antiques Trade Gazette cannot accept responsibility for
errors or omissions.

Auctioneers are requested to contact us with details
of their sales and inform us of any changes.

16
15
16
13
8
25
25
3, 27
13, 17
5
9, 13

94
46,375

auction advertising
Dorotheum
Dr Fischer
Helmuth Stone
Heritage
Hermann Historica
Lempertz
Osenat
Van Ham

Austria
Germany
USA
USA
Germany
Germany
France
Germany

39
42
12
17, 42
20
21, 42
31
41

auctions in our
UK calendar

Contact us at:
calendar@antiquestradegazette.com

lots for sale on
thesaleroom.com

4 Find these auctioneers on thesaleroom.com where you can bid live on all or many of their auctions - check each auctioneer’s listing on the site for details

WEDNESDAY
MAY 13

A & C AUCTIONS
Unit 8, Caroline Court, Billington Road,
Burnley, Lancashire, BB11 5UB.
Tel: +44 (0)1282 831667
Jewellery, Gemstones, Antiques,
Collectables & Paintings, 10.00
(live online only)
aandcauctionsofpendle.com
BARRY HAWKINS
The Auction Rooms, 15 Lynn Road,
Downham Market, Norfolk, PE38 9NL.
Tel: +44 (0)1366 387180
Antiques & Collectables, 10.00
(live online only)
4
barryhawkins.co.uk
BEESTON AUCTIONS
Unit 12, Paynes Business Park,
Dereham Road, Beeston, Norfolk,
PE32 2NQ.
Tel: +44 (0)1328 598090
Vintage Toys, Antiques, Collectables &
Interiors, 10.00
(live online only)
4
beestonauctions.co.uk
BONHAMS
101 New Bond Street, London,
W1S 1SR.
Tel: +44 (0)20 7447 7447
Modern & Contemporary African
Art, 14.00
(live online only)
bonhams.com

4

CHAUCER AUCTIONS
Webster House, 24 Jesmond Street,
Folkestone, Kent, CT19 5QW.
Tel: +44 (0)8451 304094
A: WWII & RAF Autographs,
Memorabilia & Collectables, 10.00
B: Rare Signed Photos, First Day
Covers, 18.00
(live online only)
4
chaucercollectables.co.uk
JAMES & SONS
5 Norwich Street, Fakenham, Norfolk,
NR21 9AF.
Tel: + 44 (0)1328 855003
Stamps & Postal History, 11.00
(live online only)
jamesandsonsauctioneers.com 4

JOHN NICHOLSON’S
The Auction Rooms, Midhurst Road,
Fernhurst, Haslemere, Surrey,
GU27 3HA.
Tel: +44 (0)1428 653727
Fine Paintings, 12.00
(live online only)
4
johnnicholsons.com
LOCKDALES
52 Barrack Square, Martlesham
Heath, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP5 3RF.
Tel: +44 (0)1473 627110
Watches, Silver, Clocks & Collectables,
10.00
(live online only)
4
lockdales.com
LYON & TURNBULL
22 Connaught Street, London,
W2 2AF.
Tel: +44 (0)1315 578844
Asian & Islamic Works of Art, 10.00
(live online only)
4
lyonandturnbull.com
STACEY’S
Essex Auction Rooms, 37 Websters
Way, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 8JQ.
Tel: +44 (0)1268 777122
Specialist Jewellery, 10.00
(live online only)
4
staceyauction.com

WILLINGHAM AUCTIONS
25 High Street, Willingham,
Cambridge, CB24 5ES.
Tel: +44 (0)1954 261252
Modern, Garden & Antique Furniture,
Clocks, Rugs, Paintings & Collectables
(live online only)
4
willinghamauctions.com

THURSDAY
MAY 14

BATEMANS
The Saleroom, Ryhall Road, Stamford,
Lincolnshire, PE9 1XF.
Tel: +44 (0)1780 766466
Jewellery, Watches, Silver & Gold,
16.00
(live online only)
4
batemans.com
DAVID LAY AUCTIONS
The Penzance Auction House,
Alverton Road, Penzance, Cornwall,
TR18 4RE.
Tel: +44 (0)1736 361414
Antiques & Selected Items, 10.00
(live online only)
4
davidlay.co.uk

TIM DAVIDSON
New Market House, Meadow Lane,
Gotham, Nottinghamshire, NG2 3GY.
Tel: +44 (0)1159 868550
Sports Memorabilia, Ephemera,
Cigarette & Trade Cards, 11.00
(live online only)
4
timdavidsonauctions.co.uk

FEATONBY’S
15 Little Bedford Street, North
Shields, Tyne & Wear, NE29 6NW.
Tel: +44 (0)1912 522601
General, Collectables & Fine Art, 10.00
(live online only)
4
featonbys.co.uk

WARRINGTON & NORTHWICH
AUCTIONS
551 Europa Boulevard, Westbrook,
Warrington, Cheshire, WA5 7TP.
Tel: +44 (0)1925 658833
A: Antiques & Collectables, 09.00
B: Toys & Games, 15.00
(live online only)
4
warringtonauctions.co.uk

HANSONS
Heage Lane, Etwall, Derbyshire,
DE65 6LS.
Tel: +44 (0)1283 733988
Fine Silver, Jewellery, Watches,
Crystals & Designer Handbags, 10.30
(live online only)
4
hansonsauctioneers.co.uk

WHITTON & LAING
32 Okehampton Street, Exeter, Devon,
EX4 1DY.
Tel: +44 (0)1392 252621
Antique & Modern Furnishings
(live online only)
whittonandlaingauctioneers.co.uk 4

SPECIAL AUCTION SERVICES
Plenty Close, off Hambridge Lane,
Newbury, Berkshire, RG14 5RL.
Tel: +44 (0)1635 580595
Collectables, 12.00
(live online only)
4
specialauctionservices.com

WILLINGHAM AUCTIONS
25 High Street, Willingham,
Cambridge, CB24 5ES.
Tel: +44 (0)1954 261252
Silver, Jewellery, Watches, Coins,
Toys, Militaria & Stamps
(live online only)
4
willinghamauctions.com

FRIDAY
MAY 15

DAVID LAY AUCTIONS
The Penzance Auction House,
Alverton Road, Penzance, Cornwall,
TR18 4RE.
Tel: +44 (0)1736 361414
Antiques & Selected Items, 10.00
(live online only)
4
davidlay.co.uk
EAST BRISTOL AUCTIONS
1 Hanham Business Park, Memorial
Road, Bristol, BS15 3JE.
Tel: +44 (0)1179 671000
Fine Art, Antiques & Wine, 10.00
(live online only)
4
eastbristol.co.uk
SMITHS
16 Broad Street, Newent,
Gloucestershire, GL18 1AJ.
Tel: +44 (0)1531 821776
Antiques & Collectables, 10.00
(live online only)
smithsnewentauctions.co.uk
THE AUCTION CENTRE
9 Berkeley Court, Manor Park,
Runcorn, Cheshire, WA7 1TQ.
Tel: +44 (0)1928 579796
Antiques & Collectables, 10.00
(live online only)
theauctioncentre.co.uk

LAIDLAW AUCTIONEERS
Escott Business Park, Rome Street,
Carlisle, Cumbria, CA2 5LE.
Tel: +44 (0)1228 904905
Collectables & Interiors, 10.00
(live online only)
4
laidlawauctioneers.co.uk
LITTLETON AUCTIONS
School Lane, Middle Littleton,
Evesham, Worcestershire, WR11 8LN.
Tel: +44 (0)1386 244379
Antiques, Furniture & Collectables,
10.00
(live online only)
4
littletonauctions.com
RAILTONS
The Northern Auction Centre, 5 South
Road, Wooler, Northumberland,
NE71 6SN.
Tel: +44 (0)1668 283000
Furniture, Antiques & Collectables,
10.00
(live online only)
4
jimrailton.com
RAMSAY CORNISH
15-17 Jane Street, Edinburgh,
EH6 5HE.
Tel: +44 (0)1315 537000
General Interiors, 10.00
(live online only)
ramsaycornish.com

4

MAY 17

4

SATURDAY
MAY 16

KEYS FINE ART AUCTIONEERS
Aylsham Salerooms, off Palmers
Lane, Aylsham, Norwich, Norfolk,
NR11 6JA.
Tel: +44 (0)1263 733195
Antiques & Collectables, 10.00
(live online only)
4
keysauctions.co.uk

ALNWICK AUCTIONS
Unit 2, Station Yard, Alnwick,
Northumberland, NE66 2NP.
Tel: +44 (0)1665 604379
General, 12.00
(live online only)
alnwickauctions.co.uk

MONDAY
MAY 18

BOLTON AUCTION ROOMS
Breightmet Drive, Bolton, Greater
Manchester, BL2 6EE.
Tel: +44 (0)1204 775121
General, 10.00
(live online only)
4
boltonauction.co.uk
GORRINGE’S
15 North Street, Lewes, East Sussex,
BN7 2PD.
Tel: +44 (0)1273 472503
Antiques & Fine Art, 10.00
(live online only)
4
gorringes.co.uk
NL AUCTION ROOMS
Lodge House, 9-17 Lodge Lane,
London, N12 8JH.
Tel: +44 (0)20 8445 9000
Antiques, 14.00
(live online only)
nl-auctionrooms.com

4

PAUL BEIGHTON AUCTIONEERS
16-18 Woodhouse Green, Thurcroft,
Rotherham, South Yorkshire,
S66 9AQ.
Tel: +44 (0)1709 700005
Antiques & Collectables, 10.30
(live online only)
4
pbauctioneers.co.uk

SUNDAY
4

UNIQUE AUCTIONS
Rose Orchard, Newark Road, Lincoln,
LN5 9EJ.
Tel: +44 (0)1522 695820
Antiques & Collectables, 10.00
(live online only)
4
unique-auctions.com

4

LOTS ROAD
71 Lots Road, London, SW10 0RN.
Tel: +44 (0)20 7376 6800
Furniture, Fine Paintings, Works of
Art, Carpets & Rugs, 12.00
(live online only)
4
lotsroad.com
RAILTONS
The Northern Auction Centre, 5 South
Road, Wooler, Northumberland,
NE71 6SN.
Tel: +44 (0)1668 283000
Furniture, Antiques & Collectables,
10.00
(live online only)
4
jimrailton.com

WALLIS & WALLIS
Auction Galleries, West Street, Lewes,
East Sussex, BN7 2NJ.
Tel: +44 (0)1273 480208
Toys & Models, 10.30
(live online only)
4
wallisandwallis.co.uk

TUESDAY
MAY 19

ALDRIDGES
Phoenix House, Lower Bristol Road,
Bath, Somerset, BA2 9ES.
Tel: +44 (0)1225 462830
Antiques, Fine Art & Collectables,
10.00
(live online only)
4
aldridgesofbath.com

Live online only: live auctions listed as ‘live online only’ have no bidding in person and can be operated by the auctioneer remotely. Bids can be placed online and usually on commission
and on the phone – check with the auction house for details. Latest updates available at antiquestradegazette.com/calendar
antiquestradegazette.com
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BONHAMS
101 New Bond Street, London,
W1S 1SR.
Tel: +44 (0)20 7447 7447
British & European Art, 13.00
(live online only)
bonhams.com

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

CHESHIRE STAMP AUCTIONS
Egerton Court, Haig Road, Knutsford,
Cheshire, WA16 8DX.
Tel: +44 (0)1565 653214
Stamps, 16.30
(live online only)
4
sandafayre.com
DREWEATTS 1759
Donnington Priory Salerooms, Oxford
Road, Newbury, Berkshire, RG14 2JE.
Tel: +44 (0)1635 553553
Fine Furniture, Sculpture, Carpets &
Ceramics, 10.30
(live online only)
4
dreweatts.com
FORUM AUCTIONS
220 Queenstown Road, London,
SW8 4LP.
Tel: +44 (0)20 7871 2640
Editions & Works on Paper, 14.00
(live online only)
4
forumauctions.co.uk
KEYS FINE ART AUCTIONEERS
Keys Fine Art Auctioneers, Palmers
Lane, Aylsham, Norwich, NR11 6JA.
Tel: +44 (0)1263 733195
Wines, Ports & Spirits, 10.30
(live online only)
4
keysauctions.co.uk
OMEGA AUCTIONS
Sankey Valley Industrial Estate,
Junction Lane, Newton-le-Willows,
Merseyside, WA12 8DN.
Tel: +44 (0)1925 873040
The Tony Prince Collection Part II,
10.00
(live online only)
4
omegaauctions.co.uk
PRO AUCTION
Unit 5, Midsomer Enterprise Park,
Radstock Road, Bath, BA3 2BB.
Tel: +44 (0)1761 414000
Luxury Interiors, Furniture &
Accessories, 10.30
(live online only)
4
proauction.ltd.uk
RICHARD WINTERTON
The Lichfield Auction Centre, Wood
End Lane, Fradley Park, Lichfield,
Staffordshire, WS13 8NF.
Tel: +44 (0)1543 251081
Homes & Interiors, 09.30
(live online only)
4
richardwinterton.co.uk
STACEY’S
Essex Auction Rooms, 37 Websters
Way, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 8JQ.
Tel: +44 (0)1268 777122
Locks, Keys & Safe Plates, 10.30
(live online only)
4
staceyauction.com
SWORDERS
Cambridge Road, Stansted
Mountfitchet, Essex, CM24 8GE.
Tel: +44 (0)1279 817778
Jewellery, Couture & Handbags, 10.00
(live online only)
4
sworder.co.uk
WALLIS & WALLIS
Auction Galleries, West Street, Lewes,
East Sussex, BN7 2NJ.
Tel: +44 (0)1273 480208
Arms & Militaria, 10.30
(live online only)
4
wallisandwallis.co.uk

CHISWICK AUCTIONS
1 Colville Road, London, W3 8BL.
Tel: +44 (0)20 8992 4442
Wines & Spirits, 10.30
(live online only)
4
chiswickauctions.co.uk
CUTTLESTONES
Penkridge Auction Rooms, Pinfold
Lane, Penkridge, Staffordshire,
ST19 5AP.
Tel: +44 (0)1785 714905
Specialist Coins
(live online only)
4
cuttlestones.co.uk
EWBANKS
The Burnt Common Auction Rooms,
London Road, Woking, Surrey,
GU23 7LN.
Tel: +44 (0)1483 223101
Toys & Models, 09.30
(live online only)
4
ewbankauctions.co.uk
GARDINER HOULGATE
Auction Rooms, 9 Leafield Way, Bath,
Somerset, SN13 9SW.
Tel: +44 (0)1225 812912
Watches, Antique & Modern Jewellery,
11.00
(live online only)
4
gardinerhoulgate.co.uk
JAMES & SONS
5 Norwich Street, Fakenham, Norfolk,
NR21 9AF.
Tel: + 44 (0)1328 855003
‘The Manor Collection’ Part II - Crowns
& Gold Coins, 11.00
(live online only)
jamesandsonsauctioneers.com 4
NESBITS AUCTIONS
7 Clarendon Road, Southsea,
Hampshire, PO5 2ED.
Tel: +44 (0)2392 295568
Antiques & Collectables, 10.30
(live online only)
nesbitsauctions.co.uk

HANSONS
Heage Lane, Etwall, Derbyshire,
DE65 6LS.
Tel: +44 (0)1283 733988
Country House, Fine Art, Library,
Decorative Arts & Design, 10.30
(live online only)
hansonsauctioneers.co.uk

HANSONS
Heage Lane, Etwall, Derbyshire,

MAY 21

MAY 20

4

May 13 - 26

DE65 6LS.

DIX NOONAN WEBB
16 Bolton Street, Mayfair, London,
W1J 8BQ.
Tel: +44 (0)20 7016 1700
Orders, Decorations, Medals &
Militaria, 10.00
(live online only)
dnw.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1283 733988

ELMWOOD’S
The Red House, Munro Mews,
Portobello Road, London, W10 5XS.
Tel: +44 (0)20 7096 8933
Fine Jewellery, 14.00
(live online only)
4
elmwoods.co.uk

Fernhurst, Haslemere, Surrey,

EWBANKS
The Burnt Common Auction Rooms,
London Road, Woking, Surrey,
GU23 7LN.
Tel: +44 (0)1483 223101
Entertainment, Memorabilia & Movie
Props, 09.30
(live online only)
4
ewbankauctions.co.uk

RICHARD WINTERTON

Country House, Fine Art, Library,
Decorative Arts & Design, 10.30
(live online only)
hansonsauctioneers.co.uk

4

JOHN NICHOLSON’S
The Auction Rooms, Midhurst Road,
GU27 3HA.
Tel: +44 (0)1428 653727
Islamic & Oriental Art, 10.30
(live online only)
johnnicholsons.com

4

The Lichfield Auction Centre, Wood
End Lane, Fradley Park, Lichfield,
Staffordshire, WS13 8NF.

JOHN NICHOLSON’S
The Auction Rooms, Midhurst Road,
Fernhurst, Haslemere, Surrey,
GU27 3HA.
Tel: +44 (0)1428 653727
Fine Antiques, 10.30
(live online only)
4
johnnicholsons.com
KEYS FINE ART AUCTIONEERS
Aylsham Salerooms, off Palmers
Lane, Aylsham, Norwich, Norfolk,
NR11 6JA.
Tel: +44 (0)1263 733195
Railwayana, 10.30
(live online only)
4
keysauctions.co.uk

SATURDAY

Tel: +44 (0)1543 251081

MAY 23

Homes & Interiors, 09.30
(live online only)
richardwinterton.co.uk

4

4

Great Value
Online Transit Insurance

MICHAEL J. BOWMAN
Chudleigh Town Hall, Market Way,
Chudleigh, Newton Abbot, Devon,
TQ13 0HL.
Tel: +44 (0)1626 324071
Pictures, Collectables, Watches,
Silver, Gold, Jewellery & Furniture
(live online only)
4
michaeljbowman.co.uk
SILVERSTONE AUCTIONS
The Wing, Silverstone Circuit,
Towcester, Northampton, NN12 8TN.
Tel: +44 (0)1926 691141
Classic Cars, 14.00
(live online only)
4
silverstoneauctions.co.uk

The convenient
way to protect
Fine Arts &
Antiques in transit

THIMBLEBY & SHORLAND
Market House, 31 Great Knollys
Street, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 7HU.
Tel: +44 (0)1189 508611
Antiques, General & Vehicles, 09.30
(live online only)
4
tsauction.co.uk
4

PRO AUCTION
Unit 5, Midsomer Enterprise Park,
Radstock Road, Bath, BA3 2BB.
Tel: +44 (0)1761 414000
Luxury Interiors, Furniture &
Accessories, 10.30
(live online only)
4
proauction.ltd.uk
RICHARD WINTERTON
The Lichfield Auction Centre, Wood
End Lane, Fradley Park, Lichfield,
Staffordshire, WS13 8NF.
Tel: +44 (0)1543 251081
Homes & Interiors, 09.30
(live online only)
4
richardwinterton.co.uk
STERLING VAULT AUCTIONEERS
93-94 West Street, Farnham, Surrey,
GU9 7EB.
Tel: +44 (0)1252 720815
The Bag Sale, 10.30
(live online only)
4
sterlingvault.co.uk
WARRINGTON & NORTHWICH
AUCTIONS
551 Europa Boulevard, Westbrook,
Warrington, Cheshire, WA5 7TP.
Tel: +44 (0)1925 658833
Specialist Militaria, 10.00
(live online only)
4
warringtonauctions.co.uk

transit2insure.com
FLINTS AUCTIONS
Rivermead, Pipers Way, Thatcham,
Berkshire, RG19 4EP.
Tel: +44 (0)20 3086 8550
Fine Photographica & Instruments of
Science, 12.00
(live online only)
4
flintsauctions.com
FORUM AUCTIONS
220 Queenstown Road, London,
SW8 4LP.
Tel: +44 (0)20 7871 2640
Books & Works on Paper, 13.00
(live online only)
forumauctions.co.uk

SPECIAL AUCTION SERVICES
Plenty Close, Off Hambridge Lane,
Newbury, Berkshire, RG14 5RL.
Tel: +44 (0)1635 580595
Jewellery, Silver, Watches, Coins &
Objets d’Art, 10.00
(live online only)
4
specialauctionservices.com

FRIDAY
MAY 22
4

GARDINER HOULGATE
Auction Rooms, 9 Leafield Way, Bath,
Somerset, SN13 9SW.
Tel: +44 (0)1225 812912
Antiques & Works of Art, 11.00
(live online only)
4
gardinerhoulgate.co.uk
GREENSLADE TAYLOR HUNT
Sedgemoor Auction Centre, North
Petherton, Bridgwater, Somerset,
TA6 6DF.
Tel: +44 (0)1823 332525
General, 10.00
(live online only)
4
gth.net

EAST BRISTOL AUCTIONS
1 Hanham Business Park, Memorial
Road, Bristol, BS15 3JE.
Tel: +44 (0)1179 671000
Militaria, Historical Items & Transport
Memorabilia, 10.00
(live online only)
4
eastbristol.co.uk
EWBANKS
The Burnt Common Auction Rooms,
London Road, Woking, Surrey,
GU23 7LN.
Tel: +44 (0)1483 223101
Movie Posters, 12.00
(live online only)
4
ewbankauctions.co.uk

MONDAY
MAY 25

PAUL BEIGHTON AUCTIONEERS
16-18 Woodhouse Green, Thurcroft,
Rotherham, South Yorkshire,
S66 9AQ.
Tel: +44 (0)1709 700005
Antiques & Interiors, 10.30
(live online only)
4
pbauctioneers.co.uk

TUESDAY
MAY 26

ADAM PARTRIDGE
The Cheshire Saleroom, Withyfold
Drive, Hurdsfield Industrial Estate,
Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 2BD.
Tel: +44 (0)1625 431788
Antiques, Fine Art, Sporting, Militaria,
Silver, Jewellery & Watches
(live online only)
4
adampartridge.co.uk
BRETTELLS
Auction Rooms, rear of 58 High Street,
Newport, Shropshire, TF10 7AQ.
Tel: +44 (0)1952 815925
General & Collectables, 10.00
(live online only)
4
brettells.com
CHESHIRE STAMP AUCTIONS
Egerton Court, Haig Road, Knutsford,
Cheshire, WA16 8DX.
Tel: +44 (0)1565 653214
Stamps, 16.30
(live online only)
4
sandafayre.com
DAWSON’S AUCTIONEERS
The Auction House, 9 King’s Grove
Industrial Estate, King’s Grove,
Maidenhead, Berkshire, SL6 4DP.
Tel: +44 (0)1628 944100
Jewellery, Watches, Silver & Fine
Art, 10.00
(live online only)
4
dawsonsauctions.co.uk
DIX NOONAN WEBB
16 Bolton Street, Mayfair, London,
W1J 8BQ.
Tel: +44 (0)20 7016 1700
Tokens & Historical Medals, 10.00
(live online only)
dnw.co.uk

BOLTON AUCTION ROOMS
Breightmet Drive, Bolton, Greater
Manchester, BL2 6EE.
Tel: +44 (0)1204 775121
General, 10.00
(live online only)
4
boltonauction.co.uk

HANSONS
Heage Lane, Etwall, Derbyshire,
DE65 6LS.
Tel: +44 (0)1283 733988
Country House, Fine Art, Library,
Decorative Arts & Design, 10.30
(live online only)
hansonsauctioneers.co.uk

HANSONS
Heage Lane, Etwall, Derbyshire,
DE65 6LS.
Tel: +44 (0)1283 733988
Country House, Fine Art, Library,
Decorative Arts & Design, 10.30
(live online only)
hansonsauctioneers.co.uk

PRO AUCTION
22-26 Druid Street, London, SE1 2EY.
Tel: +44 (0)1761 414000
Vintage Toys, Die-casts & Comics,
10.30
(live online only)
4
proauction.ltd.uk

4

4

KEYS FINE ART AUCTIONEERS
Aylsham Salerooms, off Palmers
Lane, Aylsham, Norwich, Norfolk,
NR11 6JA.
Tel: +44 (0)1263 733195
Country Sale, 10.30
(live online only)
4
keysauctions.co.uk

ROGERS JONES & CO.
The Saleroom, 33 Abergele Road,
Colwyn Bay, Conwy, LL29 7RU.
Tel: +44 (0)1492 532176
Vintage & Antiques, 10.30
(live online only)
4
rogersjones.co.uk

NL AUCTION ROOMS
Lodge House, 9-17 Lodge Lane,
London, N12 8JH.
Tel: +44 (0)20 8445 9000
Antiques, 14.00
(live online only)
nl-auctionrooms.com

THOMAS N. MILLER
Algernon Road, Byker, Newcastleupon-Tyne, Tyne & Wear, NE6 2UN.
Tel: +44 (0)1912 658080
Antiques & Collectables, 11.00
(live online only)
4
millersauctioneers.co.uk

4

Live online only: live auctions listed as ‘live online only’ have no bidding in person and can be operated by the auctioneer remotely. Bids can be placed online and usually on commission
and on the phone – check with the auction house for details. Latest updates available at antiquestradegazette.com/calendar
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Visit thesaleroom.com
for the latest timed auctions
Fellows
Jewellery
ENDS

14/05/2020 10:00

William George
Watches by Gamages of London
ENDS
14/05/2020 13:47
James Auctioneers
Collectables
ENDS
15/05/2020 19:52

Chris Rudd
Coins
ENDS
17/05/2020 16:23
Warrington & Northwich
Auction
Antiques & Collectables
ENDS
17/05/2020 18:00
William George
Diamond Jewellery
ENDS
17/05/2020 18:57

Keys Fine Art Auctioneers
Antiques & Collectables
ENDS

18/05/2020 16:00

Criterion Auctioneers
Antiques & Interiors
ENDS

18/05/2020 18:00

McTear’s
Jewellery

Keys Fine Art Auctioneers
Books & Ephemera
ENDS
16/05/2020 17:00

The Auction Centre
Military Books
ENDS
17/05/2020 19:00

ENDS

Moore Allen & Innocent
Furniture & Home Interiors
ENDS
17/05/2020 09:00

William George
Antiques & Collectables
ENDS
17/05/2020 20:06

Watches

Essex Auction House
Militaria, Antiques & Interiors
ENDS
17/05/2020 14:00

C&T Auctioneers & Valuers
Antiques & Collectables
ENDS
17/05/2020 18:0

18/05/2020 19:00

Watches of Knightsbridge
ENDS

18/05/2020 19:27

William George
Rare Coins & Sovereigns
ENDS

19/05/2020 11:42

The Parker Gallery
Sporting, Wildlife & Maritime Art
ENDS
19/05/2020 13:00
William George
Classic Artwork
ENDS
19/05/2020 14:00
William George
The Dreyfus Affair
ENDS
21/05/2020 13:00
William George
Fine Art & Sculpture
ENDS
21/05/2020 13:05
Philip Serrell
Florence Nightingale Clock
ENDS
22/05/2020 11:00
William George
Binoculars & Photographica
ENDS
24/05/2020 18:00

McTear’s

William George
Antique Furniture

Whisky Malts
ENDS

24/05/2020 19:00

Gold Sovereigns & Collectors’ Coins
24/05/2020 20:02

1818 Auctioneers
Fountain Pens & Writing Equipment
ENDS

24/05/2020 20:06

McTear’s

Historical Documents
& Postal History
ENDS

28/05/2020 13:21

William George
Antiques, Militaria & Collectables
ENDS

31/05/2020 18:00

William George

Whisky Blends
ENDS

27/05/2020 13:00

William George

William George
ENDS

ENDS

25/05/2020 19:00

Staffordshire Estate Clearance
ENDS

31/05/2020 19:00

Clowes Nash Auctions

Southgate Auction Rooms

Watches & Jewellery

Picture Postcards

ENDS

ENDS

25/05/2020 20:00

01/06/2020 16:00

This is a selection of timed auctions on thesaleroom.com. Visit the website to see the full list.
Live online only: live auctions listed as ‘live online only’ have no bidding in person and can be operated by the auctioneer remotely. Bids can be placed online and usually on commission
and on the phone – check with the auction house for details. Latest updates available at antiquestradegazette.com/calendar

Get your

Morning Briefing
from Antiques Trade Gazette
If you want to keep on top
of the latest news in the art
and antiques world, signing
up to Antiques Trade Gazette’s
Morning Briefing email
is a must.
Every weekday we
select the top stories
for you to read, ranging
from breaking industry
stories to key dealer
news and auction
highlights.
Free and delivered
straight to your inbox on
any device – mobile,
tablet, laptop – the
Gazette Morning Briefing
keeps you informed with the
latest news while at home.

Sign up today for free
and stay one step ahead
antiquestradegazette.com/morningbriefing
antiquestradegazette.com
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Buying at Auction - a general guide
Always read the auctioneer’s terms and conditions for full details.
Buyer’s Premium:

A charge made by the auctioneer to the buyer as a
percentage of the hammer price. This fee is usually
subject to VAT.

Purchase price:

The hammer price and buyer’s premium plus VAT on
the premium.
The buyer should establish the rate of buyer’s
premium and other add-on costs such as VAT and
factor them into prices prior to bidding. Auctioneers
may also charge fees such as a minimum lot fee.
Lots consigned from outside the EU may also incur
additional charges: look out for symbols denoting
this in the cataloguing.

Payment:

Goods will be released only after arrangements for
payment have been made. Check beforehand which
forms of payment are accepted.

Internet bidding:

Online bidding allows you to follow an auction as it is
happening via the internet and bid in real time against
those in the room or on the telephone. To participate

in this way you need to register your details before
the sale just as you would at the auction house.
Typically, the lot being sold will be shown on screen
with the level of bidding displayed alongside. For the
internet bidder it is then simply a matter of clicking
to register a bid.

Storage and insurance:

An auctioneer will usually make it clear how soon
after a sale a lot must be collected and what the
storage fees might be for any delay.
Buyers who wish to collect purchases some time
after the sale might consider taking out insurance
for them while they are in storage. Failure to collect
within the agreed deadline may lead to purchases
being resold by the auctioneer.

Delivery:

If an auctioneer offers delivery, buyers will need
to factor in the cost if they cannot make their own
arrangements.
If an auctioneer does not offer a delivery service,
they will usually be able to refer the buyer to service
providers who operate in their area.

Artist’s Resale Right

Advertisements in Antiques Trade Gazette may mention Artist’s Resale Right (ARR).
Please refer to the information below for details.
Living artists and the descendants of artists deceased within the last 70 years are entitled to receive
a resale royalty each time their work is bought. The right applies only when the sale price reaches or
exceeds the sterling equivalent of €1,000 and is calculated on a sliding scale.
Please note ARR is calculated in euros.
Auctioneers will apply current exchange rates.

Royalty
4%

Resale price
up to €50,000

3%

between €50,000.01 and €200,000

1%

between €200,000.01 and €350,000

0.5%

between €350,000.01 and €500,000

0.25%

in excess of €500,000

Royalties are also capped so that the total amount of the royalty paid for any single sale of a work cannot exceed €12,500.
ARR is exempt of VAT.
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Connecting the art market

Call 020 3725 5604

Advertise your job vacancy here and get two weeks’ promotion free on antiquestradegazette.com
WANTED

BurlATGadMAY20.qxp_Layout
1
PUBLICATIONS

WANTED TO BUY

•WANTED•

for heroic East Yorkshire Georgian townhouse restoration.

FINE ART

New Zealand
Paintings

&ANTIQUES

NEW RESEARCH ON ART AND ITS HISTORY

MAY 2020

Art in France

WANTED

Quarton’s ‘Coronation of the Virgin’ | The Dutartre brothers’ collection | New light on Marthe Bonnard
The story of the ‘Maiden of Lille’ | Picasso’s wartime bronze-caster | Jean-Jacques Lequeu in New York

T

Canadian & Contemporary
Fine Art Consignments

l
FRANCES HODGKINS

We wish to purchase
New Zealand paintings,
especially Frances Hodgkins,
C. F. Goldie and Peter McIntyre

For a free private consultation
please contact our
Fine Art and Antiques Department
1-800-461-0788 or
001-604-675-2228
antiques@maynards.com

3 x Georgian/Regency ﬁre surrounds. Prefer marble.
Good repros by Chesneys/ Jamb considered.
Victorian brass hooded ﬁre grate with dragons (example above).
Approx 200 m2 needed wide reclaimed ﬂoor boards.
Georgian over door pediments x 4.
Georgian/Regency interior doorknobs.
Georgian rectangular front door fanlight.
Georgian or early Victorian internal hanging lanterns or globes.
Good repros, eg Jamb, considered.
Early and attractive lighting. Gas or electric, or candle sconces.
Columns, carved marble items or any quirky and unusual architectural features.
Regency or Victorian era patented furniture, eg Daws reclining chair,
Ross or Dublin campaign items, Hill & Millard etc.
Victorian canopy shower bath (example above).

Private buyer; not a dealer.
vintagejewellery@yahoo.co.uk or tel 07958 333442.

Targeting

the right audience...
‘I placed an advert online and in print for a role at our
London office. The quality candidates and expedient
response to the advert gave me good reason to advertise
with the ATG again should the need arise.’

Jonathan Grant Galleries

antiquestradegazette.com/jobs

Rebecca Bridges
Classified Advertising
rebeccabridges@antiquestradegazette.com

FOR SALE

www.jgg.co.nz
PEST CONTROL

WANTED BY PRIVATE
COLLECTOR:
18th and 19th century oil
paintings of cricket matches
and portraits. Sporting
Staffordshire figures,
pugilists, cricketers, etc.
Rare Rolex sports watches
Tel:07974005306
james@jdhull.com

WOODWORM OR MOTHS?...
DON’T WORRY!
24 hours in our treatment
chamber will eradicate all
insect pests without harm to
the object, your health or the
environment. Chemical-free,
guaranteed, museums and
galleries approved.
Unit 14, Bell Industrial
Estate, 50 Cunnington
Street, Chiswick, London,
W4 5HB.
Tel: 020 8747 0900
info@icm.works
www.icm.works

ADVERTISING
DEADLINE
WEDNESDAY 12 NOON

PAINTINGS FOR SALE

Text John Duncalfe,
Foreword Jane Sellars BA MA
304p. Hardback, Fully Illustrated.
ISBN 978-0-9567177-4-0
Renowned Yorks & Dales Artist,
Father of Sonia Lawson RA
£38 £5p&p UK. Tillington Press,
Email: tilligtonpress@hotmail.co.uk
Bookstores & Amazon.co.uk

SHIPPING

FINE PAINTINGS 1840-2020.
Always 250+ choice original works by rated artists at 3, 4 and
some 5 figure value levels.
View approx 75 via our website, with further detail images sent
on request.
Authenticity and fine unspoiled condition guaranteed, with
driver distanced, refund backed, home deliveries.
David Gilbert,
DRIFFOLD GALLERY Royal Sutton Coldfield. Established 1983.
Tel: 0121 355 5433
www.driffoldgallery.com

LONDON, PARIS,
NEW YORK
Weekly services by road
to Europe, daily worldwide
airfreight, weekly worldwide
seafreight, storage, packing
and casemaking services.
www.hedleysgroup.com
Please contact
atg@hedleysgroup.com
Tel: 020 8965 8733
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Ray Palmer,

Advertise your job vacancy in print
and get two weeks’ promotion free on

ART IN FRANCE

www.burlington.org.uk

Ph: + 64 - 9 308 9125

Vancouver, B.C. Canada

www.maynardsfineart.com
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Ivory ban heads
to High Court
by Noelle McElhatton
A High Court judge has given the
go-ahead for a full judicial hearing on
the legality of the Ivory Act, due to usher
in a near-total ban on the UK trade in
antique ivory.
Sir Wyn Williams has granted
permission to the applicants – a new
company formed by dealers and collectors
called the Friends of Antique Cultural
Treasures Ltd (FACT) – to challenge the
secretary of state for environment, food
and rural affairs on aspects of the act.

The judge noted the applicants’
argument that trade in pre-1947
worked ivory is already covered in EU
law and therefore “raises a point of
some considerable difficulty and
importance in European law”.
The hearing will take place sometime
in October 2019 “if that is reasonably
practicable”, a note from the Queen’s
Bench Division Administrative Court
stated.
The government will be required to
argue its case at the High Court hearing.
Continued on page 5

London Auctions enters liquidation
with consignors among creditors
London Auctions Ltd is insolvent and has
entered liquidation proceedings.
The west London firm, based at 30-34
Chiswick High Road, is understood to have
debts of more than £137,000 with around
£44,000 owed to unpaid consignors.
Concerns began to surround the future
of London Auctions earlier this month as
calls were not returned and the premises
closed during normal office hours. The
firm held a sale on June 30 but an auction
scheduled for Sunday, July 14, did not go
ahead.

Bhardwaj Insolvency Practitioners of
Northwood has been appointed as
liquidator. A meeting of creditors and
shareholders has been arranged (at 47-49
Green Lane, Northwood, Middlesex, HA6
3AE) when a full statement of the
company’s affairs will be given.
Ashok Bhardwaj told ATG that the total
owed to 101 different vendors is £44,000
with additional liabilities of £13,000 to the
Inland Revenue, £18,000 to the sole
Continued on page 5

Left: Tiffany mixed
metal and ivory tea
caddy – £21,000 at
Woolley & Wallis.

Bauhaus at 100:

Centenary of the hugely influential
school’s foundation
prompts dedicated auctions in
Europe: report page 24-26

info@koopman.art +44 (0)20 7242
7624

www.koopman.art

Gold hits
all-time
high in UK
by Alex Capon
Against the backdrop of a weakening
pound, the price of gold in the UK
has
hit an all-time high.
The gold fix, climbing since May, peaked
at £1184.17 on Friday, August 2, representing a 3.1% rise on the previous week
and
above the previous record of £1182
set in
September 2011.
The silver spot rate reached £13.64
per
ounce last week, the highest of 2019
but
some way short of record levels.
Precious metals are a traditional
safe
haven at times of economic uncertainty.
The current peak follows the increasing
possibility of a no-deal Brexit and
the
announcement that the US Federal
Reserve
was cutting interest rates.

Bids pour in for tea caddy
An unusual entry to the July 16 Silver & Objects of Vertu sale at Woolley &
Wallis in Salisbury was this 5in (13cm) silver and mixed metal tea caddy by
Tiffany & Co, writes Roland Arkell.
It was made under the aegis of Edward C Moore (1827-91), who
introduced the Japanese metalworking technique mokume (simulating
wood grain) to Tiffany in the 1880s. A Meiji period ivory okimono of playful
children provides the finial.
In addition to the factory mark, the base has a monogram for Mary Jane
Morgan (1823-85), the second wife of the shipping and railroad magnate
Charles Morgan (1795-1878). She was a regular Tiffany client.
An evidently similar item was included in the 10-day, $1.25m Morgan
estate sale held by American Auction Galleries at New York’s Chickering
Hall in 1886. Lot 706 in the sale was catalogued as Tea Canister, illustrating
Japanese difficult workmanship in metals of ‘Moku-me’ or veins in wood,
ivory qilin surmounting cover, gold lined.
However, this example (perhaps its pair) came for sale by family descent
to the current owner. Despite the problems inherent in an American object
with ivory elements, such a fine example of ‘Japonism’ attracted many
admirers. Estimated at a modest £1000-1500, the winning bid from one of
six phones was £21,000 (plus 25% buyer’s premium).

Larger scrap volumes
Brighton precious metals dealer Michael
Bloomstein reported larger amounts
of gold
and silver coming in due to the increasing
scrap values. At the start of the year
he had
predicted greater movement in the
gold
price after the relatively consistent
levels
across 2018 (see ATG No 2373).
He pointed out that the ratio between
the
prices of gold and silver was growing
ever
wider. “For the past 20 years you
would
normally have needed about 60 ounces
of
silver to buy one ounce of gold. Now
you
would need 85 ounces of silver to buy
one
ounce of gold.”

Summer Double Issue: 27 July & 3 August

The Cotswolds Decorative
Antiques & Art Fair

2nd - 4th
August 2019

Westonbirt School, Tetbury, Glos GL8 8QG

Fri. - Sun. | 11am - 5pm

Enquiries: 01278 784912

Admission £5.00

Complimentary Tickets: www.cooperevents.com

Free Car Parking
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Letters & Opinion

Write to editor-at-large Noelle McElhatton at:
editorial@antiquestradegazette.com

Please broaden my horizon

Left: example of
a work by 18th
century racing
artist James
Seymour – see
letter below.

MADAM – I wonder if the collective,
wonderful wisdom of the ATG community
might be able to shed any light on this
watercolour below, or the artist whose
name seems to be ‘Jacopo’ or some
variant – the vowels are not entirely clear. I
suspect it is not the 15th century one!
The work measures about 10 x 4½in (23
x 11cm). My wife bought it over 30 years
ago and had it reframed and reglazed with
a new mount. We have often wondered
who the artist was and whether they have

done any other similar work.
The horizon effect is cleverly done,
creating the impression of a settlement of
some sort. But zoom in on the image and
you can see it has been achieved simply by
use of some very delicate and judiciously
placed brushstrokes.
Thank you in advance to the ATG
community for any information or
suggestions.
Kevin Duffy

Searching for Seymour
MADAM – I hope you are all
keeping well in these challenging
times. The reason for my writing is I
am wondering whether ATG readers
can assist me in searching for works
by the 18th century racing artist
James Seymour (c.1700-52).
I am compiling a catalogue
raisonné and am well on with 270 oils
and c.400 drawings already logged
but I am after the stragglers that have
escaped my net.

If you know of any early 18th
century horse oil, gouache or drawing
signed JS or TS (for Thomas Spencer)
or not (even if it is believed to be by
him) then I am interested – can you
help?
Please contact me at
jseymourart@gmail.com with any
information relating to JS.
Richard Wills (formerly of
Christie’s)

Above: the unidentified watercolour signed by possibly ‘Jacopo’.
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Charity shop find
sold for £380,000
Purchased for £1 from a
Hertfordshire charity shop
earlier this year, a Qianlong
famille rose wall vase sold for
£380,000 at Sworders in London
last week.
The lucky owner of the vessel
– which is inscribed with an
imperial poem – was in the room
at the Westbury Hotel, Mayfair, on
November 8 to watch it sell after a
10-minute contest that opened at
£40,000.
Unaware of the significance of
his find, the vendor had been
deluged with enquiries after
brief ly listing it on eBay.
Sworders appraised the vase
at £50,000-80,000 and
promptly received
interest at much higher
levels before the sale.

ISSUE 2430 | antiquestradegazette.com | 22 February 2020

The 8in (19cm) high pearshaped wall pocket with ruyi
handles and a yellow sgraffito
ground is inscribed with a poem
praising incense alongside a yuti
mark and two iron-red seal marks
reading Qianlong chen han (‘the
Qianlong Emperor’s own mark’)
and Weijing weiyi (‘be precise, be
undivided’).
Wall vases were one of
Qianlong’s favourite porcelain
forms. There are 320 in the Palace
Museum, with this vase identical to
a pair in the collection, save their
differing texts.
The choice of poem (one written
by the emperor as a prince prior to
his accession) probably dates this
vase to the early 1740s.
More Asian art news on page 4

Left and above: two views of the Qianlong wall pocket c.1740-50 –
£380,000 (plus buyer’s premium) at Sworders on November 8.
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Appeal planned after
High Court legal bid to
stop Ivory Act fails
A High Court judge has turned down an
attempt by a group of dealers and collectors
of antique ivory to stop the Ivory Act 2018
coming into force, writes Noelle McElhatton.
However, Mr Justice Robert Jay allowed
room for FACT (the Friends of Antique and
Cultural Treasures Limited) to apply for an
appeal, which the group has decided to
pursue.
In a 100-page judgment, published on
November 5, the judge declared himself
“sympathetic” to arguments that FACT
made in court in October (ATG No 2414).
Meanwhile DEFRA, the defendant in
the judicial review, has said it will “press
ahead” with bringing the act into force.
Continued on page 6

Christie’s Education
set for restructure
Christie’s is in consultation with staff
following a review of its education division,
writes Laura Chesters.
Christie’s Education will close with its
courses absorbed into the firm’s wider
business. The plan is to focus on online and
non-degree education courses, ending
traditional higher education graduate
degree programmes.
The proposed restructuring will not
impact the current class of enrolled Master’s
degree students who will finish during the
2019-20 academic year. However, the
Master’s degree programme will then cease.
The proposed restructuring plan
integrates the Continuing Education and
Online Education departments into the
main Christie’s company.
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Poster artwork is star attraction

Sixty objects, sixty stories

Original movie designs
are drawing in buyers

Subscribe now

Unique artwork created to feature on film posters
is proving to be a strong aspect of the popular
entertainment collecting field.
The splendid example shown right, for the 1954
film Creature from the Black Lagoon, is estimated
at £2000-4000 as part of a large collection all
produced by a Bradford printing firm that will go on
offer at Surrey saleroom Ewbank’s later this month.
Meanwhile, concept artwork for Star Wars posters
– always highly popular in their finished form – is
also attracting high demand in London and US
auctions.

Special feature

Entertainment
Memorabilia
page 14-20

Institutions flock to Edgeworth sale

Above: an engraved portrait of
Mrs Maria Edgeworth, 1808.

Two institutions dominated
bidding for the notebooks
and correspondence of a
significant Regency period
female author at the Cotswold
Auc t ion Compa ny i n
Cheltenham last week.
New Jersey’s Princeton
University Library and the
National Library of Ireland
divided the spoils of a cache of

primary source material
relating to the prolific AngloIrish writer Maria Edgeworth
(1768-1849). Collectively the 11
lots, found by specialist Jenny
Low on a visit to a Cotswold
cottage, totalled £148,000.
The vendor, it emerged, was
the goddaughter of a descendant
of Frances Anne Beaufort
(1769-1865), who had become

Edgeworth’s stepmother when
her father Richard Lovell
Edgeworth (1744-1817) married
for a fourth time. Frances, a
year younger than Maria,
would be her confidante, travel
companion and the recipient of
most of her literary legacy.
Two years ago, in February
2018, the auction house sold a
group of Edgeworth editions

signed and inscribed to family
members for around £4000.
Low had been delighted to be
asked back to inspect more of
the collection at the end of
2019.
This time the unseen
contents of several suitcases
were the author’s most personal
Continued on page 8
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